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1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 Background to the Mission

1. 1. 1 In 1974 the Ministry of Overseas Development (ODM) appointed a Coal
Mission to survey the Indian coal mining sector and to examine the scope for
British assistance to it. Following the recommendations of the Mission, a grant
of £10 million for the coal sector was signed in 1975. This grant was expected to
be largely allocated by 1978/79 and in April/May 1978 a second Coal Mission
appointed by the ODM visited India for three weeks to review developments and
policies since the 1974 Mission and to consider the scope for further assistance
to the sector.

1. 1. 2 The terms of reference of the Mission agreed with the Government of
India were to:

1. Report briefly on the organisational,managerial, technical,
financial and economic situation of the Indian coal mining industry,
highlighting developments and changes since the 1974 Mission.

2. Review the handling of specific problems in the sector identified
by the last sector Mission.

These include:

- demand forecasting and investment planning,

- transport and power supplies,

- cost control and project monitoring,

- the adequacy of exploration for coal,

- the supply of equipment and spares,

- the need for the experimental provision of mechanised
equipment and appropriate training,

-research and developnent,

- investment appraisals.

Particular attention should be paid to demand forecasting, investment
planning and cost control procedures.

3. Discuss the future plans of the industry, the investment required
to meet forecast demand and the economics of meeting demand at least
cost.

4. Discuss the role of coal in relation to other primary fuels in India
and any steps required to promote its utilisation so that it plays an appro-
priate part in meeting India's energy needs.

5. Review the performance, both technical and economic, of the
manufacturers of equipment for the coal sector and report on the import
requirements of the sector.

6. Report on the use-made of UK sector aid for coal and make recom-
mendations on the future level of such aid and on any changes to its
composition or organisation which may be thought appropriate.
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1. 1. 3 The Mission comprised the following members:

R M Graham-Harrison South Asia Department
Ministry of Overseas Development

H L Rhodes Director of Overseas Mining
National Coal Board

J T Roberts Economic Planning Staff
Ministry of Overseas Development

1. 1. 4 During the tour the Mission visited and held discussions with seniorrepresentatives of the following Government bodies and public and privateenterprises:

Government of India

Ministry of Energy (Department of Coal)
Ministry of Energy (Department of Power)
Ministry of Finance (Department of Economic Affairs)
Ministry of Finance (Bureau of Public Enterprises)
Ministry of Industry (Department of Heavy Industry)
Ministry of Railways

The Planning Commission

Directorate-General of Mines Safety

Coal India Ltd

Headquarters, Calcutta
Eastern Coalfields Ltd, Sanctoria,
Bharat Coking Coal Ltd, Dhanbad
Central Coalfields Ltd, Ranchi
Western Coalfields Ltd, Nagpur
Central Mine Planning and Design Institute Ltd, Ranchi

Singareni Collieries Co Ltd

Tata Iron and Steel Company Ltd
Mining and Allied Machinery' Corporation Ltd
Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd
Jessop & Co Ltd

Jardine Henderson Ltd (Meameco Division)
Jardine Victor Ltd

Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd
Minerals and Metals Trading Corporation Ltd
Central Fuel Research Institute

Central Mining Research Station
Indian School of Mines

In addition, the Mission held discussions with officials of the British HighCommission in New Delhi and the British Deputy High Commission in Calcutta.

1.1.5 The present report may be read in conjunction with that of the first ODMCoal Mission in 1974, in particular for the technical description and review in thelatter report of the coal miningtethods used in India.
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1.1.6 The Mission would like to express its appreciation and thanks to the many
Indian officials and managers it met for the assistance and hospitality received
throughout its visit to India. It is also most grateful to the British High
Commission in New Delhi and the Deputy High Commission in Calcutta for their
support and hospitality.

1.2 The Role of Coal as a Fuel in India

1.2.1 In appointing two Coal Missions and in providing a special grant of aid for
the sector, the ODM has recognised the importance of coal to the Indian economy.
India's principal fuel source is "non-commercial fuel", for example firewood and
cow-dung; a survey of 1970/71 showed that nearly 65% of fuel consumed (in calo-
rific terms) was non-commercial. But of the commercial fuels coal is by far the
most important, accounting for two-thirds of commercial energy consumption in
India. As the following estimates by the Mission show, the share of coal has been
sustained at this level in the 1970s, due in large part to measures taken to reduce
oil consumption following the oil price rise of 1973/74:

ConsumDtion of Commercial Fuels (1012 kcal)

1970 1977

Coal & Lignite 425 583

Petroleum 185 264

Hydro & Nuclear Electricity 24 33

Natural Gas 6 15

Total 640 895

(Share of coal %) (66.4) (65.1)

1.2.2 Coal reserves in India, particularly of low grade coal, are very large.
Identified saleable reserves of non-coking coal have been estimated at 24 on tonnes.
Long term plans are to treble the industry's production. Ifthisf achieved'there
are still sufficient reserves left to meet requirements for at least 100 years.
Although in the near future off-shore oil and gas will take a growing share in the
Indian market for commercial fuels, known reserves of oil and gas will make a
comparatively short-lived contribution to India's energy needs. For this reason
the Government of India, like that of the UK, is looking to coal to satisfy energy
requirements in the longer term and in particular regards coal as the primary
fuel for thermal power generation.



2. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE COAL MINING INDUSTRY SINCE 1974

2. 1 Organisation

2. 1. 1 In 1974, when the first ODM Coal Mission visited India, the nationalised coalindustry, accounting-for 97% of total output (78 million tonnes in 1973/74), comprisedthree separate companies. The largest of these was the Coal Mines Authority Ltd,which had been created in 1973 out of both private and public companies, producedabout 70% of total output, and itself comprised three production divisions, Eastern,Central and Western. The second largest producer, with over 20% of output, wasBharat Coking Coal Ltd, which had been created in 1971 with the nationalisation ofcoking coal mines. The third and oldest producer, with 7% of total output, wasSingareni Collieries Co Ltd, a public sector enterprise since 1947. The remaining3% of output was produced by the "captive" mines of two steel companies, the TataIron and Steel Co Ltd (TISCO) and the Indian Iron and Steel Co Ltd (IISCO).

2. 1. 2 The coal industry was restructured in November 1975 when Coal India Ltdwas set up as a holding company with subsidiaries created out of the former divisionsof the Coal Mines Authority and Bharat Coking Coal. Coal India's five subsidiariesare Eastern Coalfields Ltd, Bharat Coking Coal Ltd, Central Coalfields Ltd, WesternCoalfields Ltd and the Central Mine Planning and Design Institute Ltd.

2. 1. 3 Coal India accounts for almost 90% of the coal industry's total output, whichin 1977/78 was about 10 2 million tonnes. The subsidiaries of Coal India producedaltogether about 90 million tonnes in 1977/78. The largest producer is EasternCoalfields, in the border area of West Bengal and Bihar, with over 26 million tonnes.The other three production subsidiaries all produced between 20 and 22 million tonnes.Bharat Coking Coal is based on the Jharia coalfield in eastern Bihar. CentralCoalfields is widely spread with coalfields in Bihar, eastern Madhya Pradesh(especially Singrauli) and Orissa (especially Talcher). Western Coalfields is evenmore widely spread, with fields in Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and Maharashtra' CoalIndia headquarters exercises direct control over the very small Assam coalfield, whichproduces aitogether well under 1 million tonnes a year.

2. 1. 4 The Central Mine Planning and Design Institute, formerly a division of theCoal iMines Authority, is responsible for the planning and design of all1 the mnines andrelated products of the other Coal India subsidiaries. It is based in Ranchi, Bihar,but has regional institutes located near and closely associated with the other subsidiarycompanies.

2. 1. 5 Singareni Collieries Co was owned by the Nizam of Hydrabad before indepen-dence in 1947. Unlike Coal India which is fully owned by the Central Government,Singareni is jointly owned by the Centre and by the State of Andhra Pradesh, in whichall its mines he. Its output has risen fast since 1974 and its share of total output isnow over 8%, almost 9 million tonnes in 1977/78.

2. 1. 6 The captive mines of Tata Iron and Steel Co (private sector) and Indian Ironand Steel Co (public sector) still account for about 3% of total output.

2. 1. 7 In 1977 further organisational changes were made in Coal India to decentralisedecision-making and give the subsidiary companies greater autonomy. Each companyis now headed by its own Chairman-cum-Managing Director rather than, as previously,by the Chairman of Coal India. The companies have a three-tier structure with areas,sub-areas and collieries, although there has been some shift to a two-tier system,particularly in Bharat Coking Coal, as the collieries have become larger. Eachcompany is divided into 8-13 areas, with 80-120 collieries. An average area com-prising 7-10 collieries produces about 3 million tonnes a year.
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2. 1. 8 The subsidiary companies, not surprisingly, welcomed the recent
organisational changes, though they found it too early to make an assessment for
the Mission of their impact. The Mission felt that there might well be a case for
further decentralisation of decision-making. The subsidiary companies still have
to seek authority before spending relatively small sums of money. The same is
true of Singareni Collieries.

2. 1. 9 Another major reorganisation of Coal India and its subsidiaries would
probably be undesirable for the moment. But looking further ahead, the Mission
believes that consideration could usefully be given to reducing the size and increas-
ing the number of the subsidiary companies. The production of each company is
now at least 20 million tonnes a year, and this figure is due to increase by the end
of the Sixth Plan period (1982/83) to around 30 million tonnes, and in some cases
to nearer 40 million tonnes. Moreover, some of the companies cover a very wide
geographical area, which inevitably presents considerable administrative problems.
The optimum production figure for a single company might be in the range of
10-15 million tonnes a year though this would naturally vary according to geographi-
cal and other circumstances.

2. 2 Analysis of Output Growth

2. 2. 1 Coal production has only grown modestly in the four years to 1977/78
following nationalisation in 1973/74. Table 1 shows that the average annual growth
rate in the period has been 7. 07o. The period breaks down into two years of very
fast growth - 1974/75 and 1975/76 - and two years of relative stagnation.

2. 2. 2 The growth in output was at a fairly even rate in the various subsidiary
companies of Coal India but substantially above average in Singareni Collieries.
The captive mines of the steel plants have only achieved below average growth.

2. 2. 3 Table 2 shows that, of the total increase in output during the 4 years period
of about 25 million tonnes, about 20% will probably have been produced in the coal-
fields of West Bengal and about 40% each in the coalfields of Bihar and in the outlying
coalfields respectively. These proportions apply at least in the first three years
of the period. They show the continuing preponderance (66o) of the coalfields of
Eastern India -in total output. Despite the increase of'one third in total output and
despite the relative preference of the industry's planners for production in the out-
lying fields which are closer to consumers in the South and West and where rail
congestion is less, there has been almost no loss of output share by Eastern India.
This- is hardly surprising since West Bengal and Bihar contain 68% of India's proven
coal reserves.

2. 2. 4 Table 3 shows what types of coal have featured most prominently in the
growth in output. The picture is incomplete because Coal India alone publishes the
grade of the coal which it produces. It emerges that the share of coking coal in
total output has risen from 20% to 30% over the four year period but that it is the
high ash content coking coals whose output has increased most. In non-coking coal
the pattern is different; Coal India's high grade coals have maintained their share of
total output and have increased their share of Coal India output; Grade III coals,
whose output the Government is seeking to promote for conservation reasons, are
currently being produced at a lower rate than at the beginning of the period.

2. 2. 5 The output performance in the first two years of the period displayed a
remarkable vigour on the part of the coal industry. The failure to sustain the high
rate of growth was due, in 1976/77 to an unexpected demand recession, and in
1977/78 to a combination of the reduction in targets consequent on the rise in stocks
in the previous year and of supply side restraints, particularly in the supply of
explosives and at times also in the provision of railway wagons for the removal of



coal. In the early months of 1978/79 coal production has suffered from deficientpower supplies in Eastern India, a continuing wagon shortage and a spell of industrialaction at Singareni Collieries.

2.2. 6 There is no easily quantifiable explanation of the vigorous growth in theyears 1974/75 and 1975/76. The period after nationalisation was a time ofreorganisation accompanied by some rise in employment and a rapid rise in the wagebill. Table 4 shows that there was a drastic reduction in the numbers of mines inthe Coal India companies following reorganisation and reconstruction. Adjacentmines under separate ownership were amalgamated for more profitable and effectiveworking. In Singareni Collieries, 75 of the increase in output achieved cai beattributed to the increase in the labour force; the remaining 25% is due to higherlabour productivity. A number of new mines were opened. By contrast in CoalIndia where the labour force, after an initial increase, has been reduced as a matterof policy, virtually the whole of the increase in output must be attributed to higherlabour productivity. This in turn is associated with investment in plant and equip-ent, new or improved methods of mining, and better training and supervision.Table 4 shows that output per man shift, on average labour productivity, rose by 31%1over four years in Coal India and by 16% in Singareni.

2. 2. 7 From Table 4 it can be seen that investment expenditure rose rapidly in thefirst two years of the period but stagnated or fell in real terms in the final two yearsand thel mome.n hasbeen bhett eraininexCalendr at the outset was slowera t th ruh t better maintained. Coal Indias investment followed thelte ipattern through time as output, ie it was extremely quick-yielding. There wasunder development. Instead the emphasis was on installing quickly procured equip-underdevlopment. Inead the emhe period in new mines except those already
ment to relieve production and coal handling bottlenecks. Output was also assistedby improved power supplies and the more timely provision of wagons by the railways.Coal India also arranged the "blind" procurement of Rs200 crores of equipment, someof it, including coal cutters from the UK, imported, the allocation of which to specificmines was only to be decided later. It is not altogether clear how productivelythese equipments have been used in practice: the exceptionally rapid increases inCoal India's stock of "Stores and Spares" suggests that 20-30o of them may haveremained in stock:

Year end stock of
St ores and Sparesr

ts crores)
1973/74 36
1974/75 62
1975/76 831976/77 101

2. 2. 8 Opencast mining presents various advantages: the deveippment time ofmines is less, labour produnviy is higher and the costs of pomductieonat leasoinfinancial teims, are lower. It is-certainly Coal India's policy to increase the shareof opencast in total production and Singareni are developing opencast sites. However
developnent-s in this field have not contributed a great dealto the increase in output
over the last four years. Opencast production has only risen from 16 million tonn sin 1973/74 to 18 million in 1977/78. Longwall mining underground is due to develop
in the coming years but this too has contributed comparatively little so far. At
present there are only 28 longwall faces in India. The bulk of increased productionhas therefore come from improved productivity in underground mines, through
improved supervision in and the incipient mechanisation of traditional bord and
pillar" mining methods.

2. 2.9 Improvements in manpower skills have undoubtedly had something to do withthe higher rates of productivity which have been achieved. Coal India's policy onrecruitment is to recruit only trained personnel who can be expected to learn a craft.
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For the management grades there is a training institute run by Coal India at Ranchiand an advanced training establishment at Calcutta. New recruits to Coal Indiaare generally expected already to be graduates of an Indian Training Institute. Inthe view of the Mission, however, labour skills and discipline remains some wayfrom those required for highly mechanised mining methods. The
emphasis in training in Coal India has been on mechanisation and the changes inmining methods which it entails. As mechanisation has so far only been limitedand rather unsystematic the benefits of investment in training are as yet far fromfully realised. On the other hand, the rate of mechanisation appears to have out-paced the availability of labour and supervisory skills required for maintenance.The Mission found evidence that machine utilisation rates were low and down-timesexcessive.

2. 2. 10 External'circumstances have also helped in some measure with the incre-asein coal output. At the time of the 1974 ODM Coal Mission various shortages werementioned as restraining coal output, including railway wagons, power, sand forstowing and spare parts for machinery. These factors still preoccupy collierymanagers and, in the summer of 1978, the power shortage in Eastern India is onceagain impeding coal production. However, they have not of themselves materiallydepressed output in the period under review below the levels justified by demand.In 1977/78 industrial action at the works of the two indigenous manufacturers ofexplosives caused a temporary shortfall in coal output. This occurred in late 1977but vigorous efforts on the part of colliery managers to make good the shortfall inthe early months of 1978 prevented output for the year from falling below the levelfixed for it at the beginning of the year.

2. 2. 11 In summary, the remarkable production performance of the first two yearsof the period was achieved through the more effective application of traditionalmethods in existing mines. The very considerable interest in mechanisation,especially in Coal India, has so far contributed little to output. It has, however,led to a certain accumulation of machinery and spares which have added materiallyto the financing charges borne by the coal companies and in particular to the burdenof working capital (see section 2. 4 below).

Table 1 Coal Output by Company

1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 Average
(provi- annual
sional) increase

Eastern Coalfields Ltd 21. 06 23. 16 26. 18 26. 47 26. 26 5. 7%
Central Coalfields Ltd 15.55 18. 31 20. 69 20. 72 20. 20 6. 8%
Western Coalfields Ltd 16. 44 19. 26 21. 46 21. 04 21. 67 7. 2%
Bharat Coking Coal Ltd 16. 34 17. 74 20. 09 20. 68 21. 20 6. 8%
North Eastern

Coalfields (Assam) :0.42 0. 53 0. 56 0. 57 0. 62 10. 3%
Singareni Collieries Ltd 5. 31 6. 18 7. 36 8. 30 8. 91 13. 8%
TISCO, IISCO and others 3. 05 3. 23 3. 35 3. 25 3. 50 3. 5%
Total 78. 17 88. 41 99. 69 101. 03 102. 36 7. 0%

Sources: Department of Coal; Singareni
Collieries Ltd; Coal India
Operational Statistics 1974/75 to
1977/78
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Table 2 Coal Output by Region

Million tonnes

1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77

West Bengal 19. 39 21. 14 23. 72 24. 01
Bihar 33.54 37.01 41. 76 42.63
Outlying coalfields 25. 24 30. 26 34. 20 34.'63

Source: Department of Coal, annual reports

Table 3 Coal Production by Grade

Thousand tonnes

1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78
(provi -
sional)

Coking Coal

Ash content: - below 15% na 685 722 728 (- 15-20%i na 9,915 11,063 11,568 ( 11,507
- above 20% na 7,742 12,823 14,083 16,358- ungraded

(TISCO etc) na 3,058 3,012 2,971 3,500
Total Coking 15, 770 21,400 27,620 29,350 31,365

Non-Coking Coal

Grade: - I and above
(5940kcal/kg and
above) na .37,,9, 417,620 4,303 38,482

- II (5 3 4 0-5940kcal/kg na 7,944 8,565 9,100 9,091
- III and below (below

(5340kcal/kg) na 14,818 14,185 12,706 13,976
- Singareni and others

(ungraded) na 6,357 7,687 8,581 9,446
Total non-coking 62,4 67, 010 72,060 71,690 70, 995
Total coal 78,170 88,410 99,680 101,040 102,360

Source: Department of Coal Annual Reports,
Coal India Operational Statistics

1974/75 to 1977/78
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Table 4 Factors increasing Coal Output

1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 est

1. Number of minesa
- Eastern Coalfields Ltd 117 117

(of which opencast) (9) (9)
- Central Coalfields Ltd 60 56

(of which opencast) (21) (17)
- Western Coalfields Ltd 70 75

(of which opencast) (6) (7)
- Bharat Coking Coal Ltd 91 91

(of which opencast) (na) (na)
- North Eastern Coalfield (na) (na)
- Singareni Collieries Ltd 44 47

(of which opencast) (1) (1)
Total excluding TISCO and

IISCO and NEC 610 382 386
(of which opencast) (129) (na) (na)

2. Year end
Manpower: (thousands)
- CIL (and predecessors)a 670 5 8 5 e 605 586 586
- SCCLc 37 42 48 54 57

/3. Output per man shifta (tonnes)
- ECL 0.52 0.53 0.58 0. 60 0. 58 r
- CCL 0.45 0.66 0. 75 0.80 0. 84- C,
- WCL 0.64 0.82 0.85 0.83 0.85-- ,
- BCCL 0.43 0.45 0.54 0.56 0.56 0-

NEC 0,37 0.44 0.48 0,5 0,55

Total CIL (and pre decessors). 9.51 0 596 0..67. 0,68

SCCLc 0.62 0.65 0.69 0. 72 0. 72 0 0

4. Investment in Fixed Assets
(Rs crores)

CILb Total 114 180 192 174
(of which:- plant and

machinery (84) (136) (13,2) (105)
- development

and exploration) (19) (22) (26) (29)

SCCLc Total 1.3 3. 5 9.0 13.5 17. 0
(of which:- plant and

machinery (5. 5) (6. 8) (na)
development

- and exploration) (1.8) (3.3) (na)

5. Annual Plan outlays on Coal
and Lignited 44 141 237 226 240

Sources: aDepartment of Coal; bCoal India; cSingareni Annual Reports;
dPlan Budgets; eInferred from Annual Report on Working of
Industrial and Commercial Undertakings of the Central Government.



2. 3 Demand

2. 3. 1 Two important industries dominate the demand for coal; the bulk of coking
coal is destined for the steel industry and approximately 45% of non-coking coal goes
to thermal power plants. In the last four years these two consuming sectors have
accounted for most of the growth in demand for coal - 18 million tonnes out of an
estimated increase in consumption of 28 million tonnes.

2. 3. 2 Table 5a reproduces figures presented to the Mission by the Department of
Coal for consumption by different sectors; they vary somewhat from those given in
the Department of Coal's annual reports. They show growth, albeit somewhat uneven
in the use of coal by thermal power stations, and steadier, though declining, growth
in the consumption of coal in the steel industry and coke ovens. In power the
indicated coal consumption correlates well with output showing steady growth in the
first two years, a particularly rapid increase in 1976/77 followed by virtual stagna-
tion in 1977/78. Hot metal output grew at an accelerating rate from 7 million tonnes
in 1973/74 to 10 million tonnes in 1976/77 but stagnated in 1977/78. Consumption
of coking coal in the steel industry followed this pattern roughly though, curiously,
at a decelerating rate. The estimate of consumption in 1977/78 which shows a con-
tinuing rise may in the event prove to be over-optimistic.

2. 3. 3 Overall, in the Fifth Plan period the growth of coal consumption
decelerated steadily over the four years. The deceleration was responsible for the
build up of stocks in 1975/76 and 1976/77 at a rate which alarmed the industry's
planners and caused them to reduce development outlays for the coal industry in
1976/77. Steel and power contributed to the deceleration in 1977/78 but in the
previous year responsibility lay with the railways and "other industries", whose
demand actually fell. Railwaysdemand has tended to fall for some time because of
dieselisation. "Other industries" consumption is much harder to explain. It
appears to have risen sharply in 1974/75 when the index of manufacturing output was
stagnant and to have stagnated or declined in the years thereafter when manufacturing
output was rising. This was despite official efforts by the Government of India to
promote the substitution of coal for oil in industrial boilers.

2. 3. 4 The Government has established a committee to license the installation by
industry of new oil-fired boilers and it has surveyed energy-conserving sectors to
deterrine substitution possibilities. It considers tht it has already achieved con-
siderable success in persuading those consumers which coulid change to coal at .4oy
small cost'inadditional investn't t od6 so. It now faces the task of"veaning the
textile industry away from oil, which will be harder because of the poor financial
position of many textile firms. These efforts have had no noticeable effect on the
consumption of coal by "other industries".

2. 3. 5 Equally, if not more, surprising is the stagnant consumption of coal in the
fertiliser industry although output of nitrogenous fertiliser has more than doubled in
the period. The coal-based urea plants are yet.to be commissioned but it is official
policy that even plants using petroleum feedstocks should as far as possible burn coal
for steam raising.

2. 3. 6 There are, finally, two small uses for coal which have contributed little so
far to total consumption but which show some promise for the future. These are the
production of soft coke from non-coking coal, and exports. The production of soft
coke is still the preserve of small-scale burning methods which waste the by-product
chemical distillates and tars, making the coke costly to the consumer. Singareni
is however constructing a small modern low-temperature carbonisation plant at
Ramakrishnapur in Andhra Pradesh and Coal India is preparing to build another in
West Bengal. With cheaper coke available, Coal India will launch a drive to market
soft coke as a domestic fuel, where demand is thought to be very responsive to price.
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As for exports, India has traditionally sold coal only to neighbouring countries,principally Bangladesh and Nepal. New markets are now being sought out inWestern Europe and Japan.

2. 3. 7 Research on the use of coal as a fuel is under way, principally at theCentral Fuel Research Institute in Dhanbad. Apart from soft coke productionwhere industrial scale technology is now under implementation using techniqueswhich are well tried in Western Europe and elsewhere, research is being conductedinto producing formed coke for metallurgical purposes, from non-coking coal,, andbriquettes and into coal gasification. These lines of research, unlike low-temperature carbonisation, have not increased the market for coal hitherto and seemunlikely to do so significantly in the Sixth Plan. A very promising line of researchinto coal utilisation, where Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd are now active, is fluidisedbed combustion (see section 4. 8 below).

2. 3. 8 Table 5b shows that year-end stocks in the hands of the coal companieshave only ever reached a little over 7 weeks' consumption. Consumers typicallywork with very slender margins of stocks on hand. There is at present no nationalpolicy favouring the holding of prudential stocks; in fact the ircrease in stocks in1975/76 caused output targets for 1976/77 to be scaled down. There has thus beena very limited buffer to protect consumers from unexpected supply shortfalls.

Table 5a Patterns of Coal Consumotion 1973/74 to 1977/78

Million tonnes

1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 Annualactual actual actual actual estimated growth
~ t ate %

1. Steel and metal-
lurgical cokea na 18. 51 20. 93 22. 60 23. 97 9.0e

2. Powerb 18. 64 20. 04 23. 44 28. 90 29. 90 12.
3. -Railways 1'. 92 13.31 13 13. 10 3.20 -b 1.3
4. Cement 3.65 3.62 4.44 4.90 5. 10 8.7
5. Soft Coke na 3.72 3.64 4.30 4.00 2 . 5 e
6. Brick and other )24.29 24.82 22.70 23.39

industries ) 21. 3 6 d 2223
7. Fertiliser ) 0. 95 0. 93 0. 70 1. 00 1. 7 e
8. Colliery

consumption 1. 95c 2. 26 2. 46 3. 40 3. 30 14. 0
9. Export 0. 62 0. 54 0. 44 0. 60 0. 80 6. 5

10. Total Consumption 76. 53c 87. 14 94.40 99. 70 104. 60 8.2

Notes: a - including semi-coking coal for blending with high grade coking coalb - including washery middlings
c - estimate
d - includes some coke ovens consumption
e - calculated over 3 years 1974/75 to 1977/78

Sources: for 1973/74: CIL; for other years: Department of Coal



Table 5b End of Year Pithead Stocks

Million tonnes

1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78
(Dec)

1. Coking Coal 0. 85 1. 34 3. 85 4. 89 2. 73
2. Non-coking coal 5. 80 5. 64 7. 79 9. 62 7. 17
3. Total 6.65 6.98 11. 84 14.51 9. 90

Source: Department of Coal Annual Reports

2. 4 Financial Performance

2. 4. 1 Coal mining in India was not a profitable business in the main during the
Fifth Plan period. The price of coal is fixed by the Government and has remainedunchanged for the producer since August 1975 when increases averaging some 30%
were made. Consumers pay an excise tax, since the 1978 budget fixed at aboutRs./tonne for non-coking coal and Rs.10/tonne for coking coal, in addition to theproducer price. Meanwhile, costs have continued to rise particularly due to thewage cost increases of about 45% over the four years. These were especially fastin 1975/76 and 1977/78. Of the other operating costs of production, the price of
electricity increased fast (50%) but that of explosives more slowly (28%).

2. 4. 2 Table 6 shows that the financial performance of Singareni Collieries was,until 1975/77, in sharp conLrast with that of the Coal India companies. Singarenihas benefited from a consistently higher average price per tonne for its coal thanthat received by Coal India so that, despite costs which rose rather more rapidlythan zhose of Coal India, the company was highly profitable in the first two years ofthe Plan period. Sales realisations were boosted temporarily in 1975/76 when thecompany enjoyed momentary freedomi from price controls. Controls were reim-posed and some contracts had to be renegotiated leading to a decline in sales
realisations the following year. The continuing rise in costs, particularly ofrinancing cnarges, nas pu1 tne company into ,a loss rnaking position -in 1976/77 and1977/78. 'In 19'77/78 losses of Rs' 7-8 crores are expected.

2. 4. 3 The performance of the industry as a whole is dominated by the losses ofCoal India which has suffered from the price fixing formula of the Government,which has never allowed it to cover costs. This is despite the evident efforts tocontrol the rise in costs and improve profitability in 1975/76 and after. The lossfor 1977/78 is reported to be Rs.88 crores compared with Rs.59 crores in 1976/77.
Coal India's income has never been sufficient even to cover interest payments andthe Government has made good the strongly negative cash flow with new loans.These new loans at a time of high interest rate account for the enormous rise ininterest charges in the years under review from Rs.7. 6 crores in 1973/74 to
Rs.4i.9 crores in 1976/77.

2. 4. 4 It follows from the financial predicament of Coal India that all finance fordevelopment has to be external to the enterprise. In Singareni, on the other hand,internal generation of cash in 1974/75 and 1975/76 covered nearly 40% of increasesin gross fixed capital and working capital.

2. 4. 5 With a regime of fixed prices and an obligation to meet such demands forcoal as consumers may make at these prices, financial management in the coalsector has as its principal task to control costs. The cost structure is dominated
by labour costs which account for between 55% and 70% of total production costs.
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In the Central Coalfields, where over 45% of aral comes from opencast mines,
labour costs are only 55% or so of total costs. Singareni Collieries, with their
relatively higher labour productivity in underground mines, and Western Coalfields
occupy an intermediate position where labour accounts for about 60% of costs. AtBharat Coking Coal and Eastern Coalfields, with a large number of small, old-
fashioned mines,labour costs are as much as 70% of total costs. Labour costs have
been comparatively well controlled in the middle two years of the Fifth Plan period.
As already seen in section 2. 2 above, the Coal India companies reduced their work-
force and increased productivity, thus reducing the share of labour in production
costs. Singareni has been less successful in this respect: the share of labour in
costs was reduced in the three years to 1976/77 but increased sharply in 1977/78 as
external restraints restricted production.

2. 4. 6 Cost control appears to have been less effective as regards working capitalwhich increased in Coal India from 10 weeks' sales in 1973/74 to 22 weeks in 1975/76,
falling back to 16 weeks' in the following year. This, as explained above, is not the
main reason for rising interest charges but is an important contributory factor.
Control over working capital has been less successful still in Singareni, which was
not able greatly to reduce in 1976/77 the exceptionally large requirements built upin 1975/76 and still had working capital amounting to 20 weeks' sales in March 1977.
These requirements were only in part due to the involuntary accumulation of stocksof coal. Stocks of stores and spares exceeded those of coal in value in both com -
panies throughout the period with Singareni experiencing a particularly large
accumulation of stores. As coal mining becomes more capital intensive and has alarger requirement of spare parts, explosives, etc, it will be necessary to imposestricter stores control discipline.

2. 4. 7 Since nationalisation, coal companies have had to pay considerably greaterattention to the welfare of their employees than previously. This includes the pro-vision of housing and other social facilities, giving rise to the need for capitaloutlays and certain running expenses which increase production costs. At present
about a third of miners have company housing.

2. 4. 8 It is helpful in understanding the Government's reluctance to increase theprice of coal beyond the levels set in 1975 to see coal prices in the contex+ of 4-e

general level of wholesale prices. The following Li gures show that coal orices have
rislen faster in,the years since 197.3/74 thaanthe prices of manufactured goods: thanthe wholesale price index and'than the GDP inflator. As noted in paragraph 2. 2. 4,however, there has been a shift in the output mix towards high value coals whichaccount for about 7% out of the 62% price rise over the four years. In the earlymonths of 1978 coal prices have been under investigation by the Baveja Committee,
which is understood by the Mission to have recommended that the coal companies
should improve their profitability by further measures of cost control. Doubtlessthe rising relative price of coal has influenced this opinion.

Wholesale Price Indices

All Manu- Fuel and Coal Implicit
commodities factures Power - .GDP

Inflator
1973/74 100 100 100 100 100
1974/75 125 121 151 118 117
1975/76 124 122 167 151 111
1976/77 126 125 176 162 116
1977/78 (9 months 133 129 178 162 na
provisional)

Source: Economic Survey
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2. 4. 9 Despite its rising relative price in India, Indian coal is priced verycheaply in comparison with coal traded internationally. The fob prices of coal of6, 000 kcal/kg calorific value from Australia and Poland in early 1978, compared
with the cost of similar Indian coal on an fob basis, are:

i!/tonne
India 15. 5 (ie $8. 5 at pit head price plus

$7 freight and handling)
Australia 25
Poland 30

It would require only a small percentage increase - well below 10% on the Indianfob cost to enable the collieries to cover their costs including full provision for
depreciation at replacement cost.

Table 6 Extract from Workina Results of CIL and SCCL
Coal India Ltd (and predecessors) 

Rs Lakhs
1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77

1. Sales 28,019 39,716 53,544 58,3112. Operating costs 30,579 43,528 55,788 57,9823Stock changes (-=increase) 
-1,383 - 1,038 - 4,492 - 1,2344Interest a757 1,559 -2,857, 4,6865. Profit before depreciationa 1,967 - 4,360 - 609 - 3,176

6. Depreciationa 1,309 23014 2,617 2,727
7. Profit after depreciation and interest -3,76 - 6 34 --3,226 - 5,90
8. Net Fixed assets 14,643 19,553 34,589 46,228
9. Working capit al 6,053 10,475 22,539 17,463
10. Capital works in progress 8, 155 10,070 2,695 8,225
11. Capital em ployed 20,696 30,028 57,128 63,72112. Rate of return on capital- employedb _ 360 5 12 6 72

13. Despatches (tonnes M) 67. 2 78. 2 84. 3 87. 014. Average cost of sales (Rs/tonne)c 46. 5 59. 0 67.4 73.715. Average price per tonne sold (Rs) 41. 7 50 8 63. 5 67. 0
Singareni-Colli-erie-s Ltd -

1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77
1. Sales 2,343 3,792 5,258 5,408
2. Operating Costs 2,034 3,72 ,258 5,08
3. Stock changes (- = increase) 2,097 3,323 4, 243 5,0194.Inerst1 - 96 - 143 - 1574. Interest 

74103 225 3665. Profit before depreciation 171 462 933 180
6. Depreciationd and DRE write off 164 204 355 518
7. Profit after depreciation and interest 7 258 578 - 338
8. Net Fixed assets 1,243 1,411 1,999 2,9129. Working capital 

- 49 684 2,336 2,096
10. Capital works in progress 165 233 546 1,032
11. Capital employed 1,194 2,095 4,334 5,008
12. Rate of return on capital employedb 6.8% 17.2 18. 5% 0.60
13. Despatches (tonnes M) 5. 18 5.90 6.95 7.8214. Average cost of sales (Rs/tonne) 44.8 59.6 66.8 72.0
15. Average price per tonne sold (Rs) 45. 2 64. 3 75. 6 69. 2

Source: Annual Reports on Working of Industrial and Commercial Undertakingsof the Central Government
Notes: See overleaf
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Notes to Table 6: a. Profit before depreciatin takes account of minor items of
income and expenditure which are not shown in the Table. It
measures the internal generation of funds within the company.

b. Profit after depreciation, plus interest paid as a percentage
of capital employed.

c. Cost of sales = costs of production + interest +.
depreciation - stock increases divided by volume of
despatches.

d. Depreciation is calculated on a straight line basis by CIL
and by the reducing balance method by SCCL. New investment
by the latter therefore shows up as a higher depreciation charge
in the following years than in the case of the former.
Depreciation is on a historic cost basis. One estimate given
to the Mission was that were depreciation to be calculated on a
replacement cost basis the cost per tonne of coal sold would
increase by approximately Rs. 4.

2. 5 Mining Plans and Technical Advances

2. 5. 1 The 1974 Coal Mission was able to examine and analyse the production plans
of the major mining companies, at that time comprising the Coal Mines Authority
and Bharat Coking Coal (now united in Coal India) and the Singareni Collieries. The
companies' production plans, to achieve an output of 142 million tonnes by 1978/79,
exceeded by a substantial margin the estimates of demand made by the Planning
Commission (135 million tonnes by 1978/79 - including 4. 5 million tonnes from the
captive mines of TISCO and IISCO) aid by an even g-reater margin, those made by
the Mission itself (115 million tonnes, by 1978/79 - possibly increasing to 125 million
tonnes if more coal exports and more substitution of oil by coal were achieved).

2. 5. 2 The detailed analysis of the companies production plans was included on the
1974 Mission's Report at Appendix B, but is here reproduced in abbreviated Crm
and amended to include the plans of TISCO and IISCO - Table 7a. It can be seen
that the planned expansionwof output was to be achieved- 'incres of about 20
million annual tonnes each from existing underground mines, new underground mines
and new opencast mines, and rather under 6 million tonnes from existing opencast
mines. This plan was, in the circumstances then prevailing, well conceived. The
Mission's only reservation, and this was generally accepted by the mining companies,
was that more opencast production might have been planned attheexpeneotthe
costlier new_undergroundmines. Increases iinoutput during the Plan period from
eFTsting opencast mines were, of course, relatively small; the lives of opencast

/,mines are normally short in relation to those of underground mines so that increased
output from existing opencast mines not only shorten their lives, but does little more
than compensate for others which are closing through exhaustion of reserves.

2. 5. 3 The planned output increase in the Fifth Plan of 88% (an average increase
per year of 18% on the base year) has not been achieved, and the remarkable efforts'of the first two years, when the plan was nearly met - 13% increase in 1974/75 and15% increase in 1975/76 - were not sustained. As has been made clear in section 2. 2above, there is no easily quantifiable explanation for the rapid increase in output, butit is clear that the steps taken prior to the inception of the Fifth Plan must have beeneffective in producing the increases in output experienced during its first two years.

2. 5. 4 The Fifth Plan was being developed during a hiatus in the industry when itwas reorganising after two major changes - nationalisation of the coking coal mines,late in 1971, and nationalisation of the remaining mines in mid-1973. At that time
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the planning wing of the National Coal Development Corporation was being re-organised as the planning wing of the new Coal Mines Authority, but even that bodywas in the throes of being reorganised as the Central Mine Planning and DesignInstitute. It was quite clear that the problems of reorganisation, a severe backlogof geological exploration, and an equally severe backlog of feasibility studies andproject submissions, was bound to delay the initiation and subsequent completion ofthe major projects needed to achieve the planned expansion of capacity. But it hadbeen demonstrated that there was a great deal of spare capacity in existing mines,particularly in existing underground mines, which could be utilised fdr a fairly rapid,if modest, increase in production, provided that action was taken to secure equip-ment and other essential materials.

2. 5. 5 It is difficult to state categorically exactly how much of the increase wasdue to more production from new mines. Table 7b shows that of the increase ofabout 24 million tonnes in annual output between 1973/74 and 1977/78, almost allcame from underground mines with only about I million tonnes coming from opencastmines. Because of the very rapid increase in production in the first two years ofthe Fifth Plan, it is almost certain that the bulk of the increase came from existingmines. The major exception is. Singareni where expansion was achieved by the
rapid development of new drift mines which have accounted for their 4. 5 milliontonnes increase in annual output.

2. 5. 6 This is not altogether surprising. The sharp drop in the growth in demandduring the second year of the Five Year Plan resulted in a hurried revision of pro-
duction strategy. Despite a cut-back in the third year to a level of production only1. 35 million tonnes higher than in the previous year, coal stocks rose by 2.63 milliontonnes to an all-time high of 14. 51 million tonnes. In that year and in the following
year, 1977/78 (the fourth year of the Plan), the cut-back in production affected thelong term plans. Planning of new projects has continued; indeed the long lead timerecuired for new projects demands that it should be so, but the implementation of
the projects has been deferred. They cannot be too long delayed, for there is a
limit -o the extent to which capacity can be increased from existing undergroundsources

2. 5 7 During 1973/74 'advance action' was taken for the purchase of ecuipment,,c~udin imoor-rec equipmen: of a convenin type, which could be rapidly intro-d -n- t =- - without need for tne timetakng,absorption of new .techniques.and the other preparations 'necessary for the adoption of new methods of working.Without any dramatic changes the introduction of more coal cutters and drillsenabled many of the bord and pillar working places to be mechanised, but perhapsthe most signficant contribution to the increase in output from the underground mineswas the introduction and rapid spread of solid blasting which breaks the coal withoutthe need for its being pre-cut by coal-cutter.

2. 5. 8 The companies' production plans did provide for the introduction of newmining techniques, in particular longwall working. Longwall mining has beenpracticed in certain Indian mines for some years but never on any large scale. The28 longwall faces now operating employ a wide variety of methods but by far themost common is solid blasting. Of the four longwall faces operating in theEastern Coalfields one is a solid-stowed face equipped with a shearer producing450 tonnes per day and the other three are solid blasted and produce between200-350 tonnes per day each. Two of these faces are solid-stowed and the third iscaved. In the Jharia coalfield of Bharat Coking Coal, there are nine longwall facesall employing the solid blasting technique. Friction props give temporary support
and four of the faces are solidastowed. A coal plough is to be used on a tenth face.
Details of longwall installations were not obtained from other companies, but it isknown that they generally follow the pattern of the two companies mentioned aboveand rely heavily upon solid blasting. There is as yet no fully mechanised longwallface in operationi despite- the provision of one or more having been included in thePlan. The first such installation will be at Monidih where a package of UK equipmernt
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is about to be installed. This package, a product of the 1974 Mission's recom-mendations, has taken three years to reach its present stage.

2. 5. 9 In summary, it appears that the short term plans to increase production byutilising existing capacity to the full, and of course by takiiig all the necessary
measures to ensure that this was possible, have been highly successful. Lessobvious has been the effect of long term planning, but the curtailment-of the FifthPlan, as well as enforced delay in long-terinplarimhpfeifientation, makes it difficultto assess the effectiveness of long term planning during the period. Howeve,
examination of the Sixth Plan does suggest that there is a lag somewhat longer thanthe enforced delay merits, and this will be discussed in section 3 below.

Table 7a Production Plan 1973/74 to 1978/79 (Fifth Plan)

Annual Production (million tonnes)

Deep Mines Opencast Total

Actual 1973/74 61. 6 16. 6 78. 2Increase from Existing Mines 22. 7 5. 7 28. 4Increase from New Mines 19. 8 20. 3 40. 1Planned 1978/79 104. 1 42. 6 146. 7

Source: Department of Coal

Table 7b Progress of Production 1973/74 to 1977/78

Annual Production (million tonnes)

Deep Mines Opencast Total

Actual 1973/74 61.6 c16. 6 78. 21Increase
Actual 19t 778 (estimated) ?7 102 4

Source: Department of Coal; Coal India Operational Statistics

Note: Complete data for 1977/78 for this Table were not
available to the Mission; some figures are therefore
estimates by the Mission.
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OUTLOOK FOR THE SIXTH PLAN PERIOD 1978/79 to 1982/83

3. 1 Demand and Supply Prospects

3. 1. 1 The draft of the Sixth Plan projects the rate of growth of the economy asa whole at 4. 77% pa and the growth of output in industry at 7% pa. Majorobjectives in the Plan are to accelerate agricultural growth and alleviate ruralpoverty through rural development and to relieve bottlenecks in the energy sectorby increasing power generation by almost 11% pa and by according high priority
to the coal sector in the attribution of development funds. Apart from power,the growth targets are of the same order of magnitude in percentage terms asachievements over the last three years. It is not surprising therefore that
demand for coal is projected to rise at the same comparatively modest rate ofabout 7.5% in the coming five years as it did in the four years of the Fifth Plan,leading to a demand for coal in 1982/83 of 150. 5 million tonnes.
3. 1.2 Table 8 presents the official forecasts of coal demand for both the Sixthand Seventh Plans. In the latter period demand growth is expected to drop belowthe Sixth Plan rate to 6. 6o pa thanks to a general deceleration in the growth ofdemand, notably in the power sector. At first sight this is paradoxical becausethe economy as a whole is planned to be expanding faster in the mid-1980 than
in the early years of the decade. The explanation for the expected slowing downof demand growth in the Seventh Plan lies in the expectation that, by then, thecurrent shortfall of power generation will have been made up and in the factthat the long run rate of growth of coal requirements is expected to be only alittle higher than the rate of growth of national income.

3. 1. 3 The demand for coal is forecast in Coal India and in the Department ofCoal on the basis of their understandinrg of customers' requirements. Howeverit is in the Planning Commission that the expectations of interlocking industriesare reconciled into a consistent picture of future inter-industry flows so thePlanning Commission figures command the greatest authority. In the earlym'onths of 1978 the Planning Commission completed their Forecast for the SixthPlan period and their preliminary view of the Seventh Plan. Their figures are
reproduced in Table 8.

3. 1.4 In forecasting the demand"for coali by tho steel industry t principalvariable is the forecast productionof hot metal which in turn is based on the
economy's demand for steel and the steel industry's capacity to produce. Hotmetal output is expected to rise from approximately a million tonnes in 1977/78
to 14 million tonnes in 1982/83. Expected improvements in the coke requiredper tonne of pig iron diminish the forecast growth of coal requirements belowthat of hot metal production but the higher ash content of the coking coal to bemined in the future has also been borne in mind in the forecast consum ption ofcoking coal by the steel mills and coke ovens of 34 million tonnes in 1982/8 Experiments are to be conducted in 1978/79 into the blending of high gradeimported coking coal with Indian coking coal with a much higher ash content.One million tonnes is to be imported this year. If the experiment is successfulin reducing the overall cost of blast furnace charge iports will be continued and'allowance has provisionally been made for 1 million tonnes of imports pa

throughout the Plan period. The Mission considers this approach to forecast
coal requirements in the steel industry to be sound. Two factors lead to the con-
clusion that the steel output target is within reach: firstly, no major new schemeis envisaged and as much as 80% of Plan expenditure in the natioralised sector
of the industry (covering 5 out of the 6 major steelworks) is on continuing schemes
for the enlargement of existing plants and for replacement investments; secondly
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there is now a 20% margin of spare capacity in the industry, the plannedelimination of which, through minor balancing investment, will account for halfof the increase in output during the Plan period. Progress in capacity utilisationhas been made in the recent past and the prospects for continued improvement
appear encouraging.

3.1.5 It is expected that, as in the recent past, the power sector will againmake the biggest single contribution to coal consumption: its share in totalutilisation will, as planned, rise from 28.5% of the total to nearly 36% by 1-982/83.The planned rate of growth, both of overall generation (10.8% pa) and of coalconsumption (12.6% pa) is very close to the average for the last three years.This lends credibility to the forecasts in the Plan. The coal requirement for1982/83 has been carefully deduced from information on the commissioning ofnew thermal power stations and from assumptions about the plant factors whichthey are likely to achieve in the early years of operation and about their thermalefficiency. At the time of the Mission, however, there was not completeunanimity on the forecast of thermal generation in 1982/83 (114m GWh or 95m GWh)nor on the quantity of coal needed to meet these generation requirements. TheDepartment of Power mentioned the figures, based on a consumption norm of0. 61kg of coal per KWh of power generated, of 58 million tonnes of coal corres-ponding to the lower forecast and 88 million tonnes corresponding to the higherforecast. The consumption norm itself is lower than the present-day averagedespite the expectation that the percentage of ash content in the coal fed to powerstations will rise in the Sixth Plan. The electricity supply industry hopes toimprove its coal consumption per unit generated by using washed and blendedcoals to provide a higher and more uniform quality of boiler feed. This willhowever not necessarily reduce the requirement of raw coal per unit generated.The figure of coal demand in the Plan of 54 million tonnes in 1982/83 maytherefore be an underestimate in relation to the overall target for powergeneration.

3. 1. 6 Installed thermal capacity is due to expand by 14, 000mw in the 6 years1976/77 to 1982/83, ie to more than double. All the projects required for thishave been authorised by the Central Government but the Plan assumes a very quickconstruction period for new,, thermal units of only e years (or four years forextensions to existing stations). This implies an acceleration in plant construction-from- the present-average-of- 5 years which 'is, of itself quite pssible, ut hichmay prove difficult at a time when the volume of thermal plant construction workis increasing rapidly. Some shortfall in commissioning of new capacity is. notinconceivable. However, it ought to be possible to accommodate the plannedgrowth of thermal energy generation (40m G Wh) even if there is up to one year'sslippage in the commissioning timetable for thermal plant because the figuresin the Plan imply a low plant factor on new thermal capacity - even allowingfor post-commissioning teething troubles. There is therefore no reason toabate the forecast of coal requirements on account of construction slippage.

3.1. 7 The Mission considers that the coal requirements of the power sectorhave been forecast rather conservatively compared with forecasts of thermalenergy requirements and that the coal companies should make provision, ifneed be, to meet a rather higher demand. This is made particularly importantby the system of linkages-by which particular coal mines are designated to providecoal to particular power stations. This procedure is kept under review by aStanding Linkage Committee with a view to making day-to-day adjustments in thepattern of coal supply to power stations. The Mission was informed by theRailway Ministry that the detailed pattern of coal despatches for future yearswas not yet clear so that the pattern of rail movements for the later years ofthe Sixth Plan was not yet determined. The system has a number of virtues.It assists the co-ordination of coal production plans in mines with the powergeneration programmes of the stations with which the mines are linked; it givespower stations some idea of the quality of coal they can expect to receive; and



it helps to ensure the regular provision of railway wagons. However it involvesa measure of rigidity in planning coal despatches and can lead to localisedshortages even when overall coal output is adequate. These can be avoidedeither by holding larger stocks at pithead or at the power stations or by havinga measure of spare capacity in the mines sufficient to tide over periods ofproduction difficulty.

3. 1. 8 In other consuming sectors demand for coal has been forecast on thebasis of their expected output taking account of any technical changes whichare likely to affect fuel requirements and of the compulsion under which industrieshave been placed to use coal as a boiler fuel wherever possible. In the fertiliserindustry for example 2.2 million tonnes is expected to be used in 1982/83 asfeedstock for awmonia production in the two coal based plants at present undercommissioning while 2. 5 million tonnes will be consumed in the industry atlarce as boiler fuel - a 150% increase on consumption in 1977/78. The PlanningCommission has been conservative in forecasting the output of the fertiliserindustry so there should be a good chance of achieving forecast sales of coalfor steam raising; the untried technology of the coal-based fertiliser plantsleaves rather more doubt over the feedstock component of sales.

3. 1.9 The expected growth of sales of coal for soft coke-making represents adeparture from the stagnant pattern of the past. This is based on hopes that theloaned temperature carbonisation plant under construction at Ramagundam and theplanned plant at Dhankuni will be commissioned and prove to be commerciauysuccessful.

3.1.10 For brick burning and other industries the forecasting methods usedhave been less thorough. The rate of growth indicated represents the hope thatsome further substitution of coal for oil will occur - although further progresswith this is acknowledged to be likely to be harder than hitherto. In view of thedisappointing past consumption of coal by these residual consumers (discussedin section 2. 2) it may be unwise to expect much growth in the market in thecom ing years.

3.1.11 The export volume forecast is exceedingly modest. It reflects the ratheri sales outside theSthe vact that on niw grade coa4.s (SG00kcal/kg) are exDorted and a concern forCoal exrvts -air.vewalof bee comparatively Qw,.eserves -of-.the-se *grade s-'f coal.dr-Caughpts iiaionaso nendin ess profitable than they might have been becauseneearyht limitionhs in ps eiven in the new port at Haldia - make itnecessary to ship exports in small, high-cost vessels. The Minerals and MetalsTrading Corporation, which handles coal exports, does not expect India ever tobe a major coal exporter and will wish to commit itself only to supplying about0. 5 rilion tonnes pa on long-term contracts. However, it feels that there isa growing world market for coal in Western Europe and Japan, that prices arelikely to rise, and that India could easily sell 1 million tonnes pa or more onshort-term contracts or in the spot market. Trial exports to France and Belgiumhave raised the possibility of continuing orders and Japan has made recentenquiries. The upper limit of the range of possible export levels might be ashigh as 4. 5 million tonnes pa. A rough calculation by the Mission is based on aCIF price in North Europe of coal of 5800 kcal/kg of $28. 50 tonne. After allowindgfor shipping and ocean freight costs of $1 3 /tonne and rail freight and port handlingcosts of 7/tonne this yields a pithead value of exported coal of $8. 50/tonne(= Rs72. 25) which is slightly more than the domestic price of such coal but notnecessarily more than its marginal production costs. India would probably notwish to expand exports to remote destinations greatly until international pricesrise or shipping facilities improve.
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3.1.12 In the light of the foregoing a moderately conservative view of the uses
for coal in 1982/83 might be as follows:

M tonnes

Steel 34. 0

Power 54.0

Rail 11.8

Cement 7.2

Fertiliser 3.6

Soft C oke 5. 5

Brick and other industries 24.0

Colliery consumption 3.5

Export 1.5

Total 145.1

Of the total of 145 million tonnes the equivalent of 1. 5 million tonnes of coking
coal will be met, on present assumptions, by importing 1 million tonnes of high
grade coal, leaving a total market for indigenously produced coal of all grades
of 143. 5 million tonnes approximately.

3.1.13 As regards the supply of coal the Sixth Plan provides for the production
of 149 million tonnes in 1982/83, which is consistent with its demand forecast,
to be produced as follows by the different coal companies:

Coal India Ltd 129 million tonnes

Singareni Collieries 15 I it

Captive mines of TISCO
and IISCO 5 "

In absolute terms the largest contributions to higher output will come from
Central Coalfields (17.4 million additional tonnes) followed by Eastern Coalfields
(11. 5 million tonnes) and Western Coalfields (11. 3 million tonnes). The crude
figures for output increase mask an expected deterioration in the average quality
of the coal produced. The share of non-coking coal of grade II and below in total
production will rise in Eastern Coalfields from 31% to 387oin Central Coalfields
from 38% to 51%, and in Western Coalfields from 31% to 47%. In Bharat Coking
Coal, on the other hand, the share of prime coking coal will rise. In India as a
whole, however, the calorific value of the average tonne of coal will fall by1982/83.

3.1.14 In percentage terms the annual rate of increase in output is to be no
higher in the Sixth Plan than in the four years of the Fifth. The question of
whether the target will be achieved and what measures in detail are to be taken
will be discussed in full in subsequent sections. The following paragraphs intro-
duce this discussion with some comments on investment outlays and on the state
of planning for expansion in the industry.

3.1.15 Government policy, as explained to the Mission, is that the coal sector
should have all the resources it can use efficiently to achieve the required level
of output. Investment outlays in the Sixth Plan period are planned to amount toRsl, 655 crores in 1976/77 prices. It would appear from estimates given in the
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Plan that this figure, while including investment in mines exploration, washeries,coal utilisation, training and infrastructure, excludes social welfare which has
amounted in recent years to 10% of capital outlays.

3.1.16 As the gestation period for new mines is 5 to 7 years it would not becorrect to draw firm conclusions from the relationship between capital expenditureand additional output during the Plan periods. The comparison of the crude
ratios of capital investment to incremental output in the Fifth and Sixth Planperiods, however, seem s to indicate that the level of investments planned forthe Sixth Plan may be on the low side:

Fifth Plan Sixth Plan
1974/75 to 1977/78 1978/79 to 1 9 8 2 / 8 3 b

(Actual) (Projected)
OIC SCCL CI SCCLc

Investment outlays M Rs 66 0 0 a 74 7 a 154 4 0d 1110d
Increase in output M tonnes 19 3.8 40 6
Investment per incremental
tonne Rs 347a 197a 38 6d 185d

Notes: a Current prices; b Source: Draft Sixth Plan; c The Plan figurefor investment in Singareni is much lower than the SCCL figure ofRs1710m; d Constant 1976/77 prices.

This impression is reinforced by impressions received by the Mission about themovement of investment costs per annual tonne at the individual mine level. Asthe opportunities for "marginal" projects needing only small investment outlaysso acieve significant increases in output are exhausted capital costs are risingto as much as Rs150 per annual tonne in mine reconstruction projects, Rs200
n new underground mines and Rs150 in new open cast mines. Bharat Cokingoal, which produces high value coal, is spending even higher amounts inhe d c .tonneteThese figures exclude infrastructure, welfare and otherove-h''adcots.At hebegin-ni'ng of the Fift h I-ian somne "marginal" schemeswere as cheap as Rs1O per annual tonne. The present very low proportio of

output produced by mechanised means is due to rise considerab1v in the Sixthplan period, entailing expenditur ~ o9.plant and. equipment .amounting-to-anesti atd55-75% 'of total investment expenditure. Some colliery companymanagers state that they would like to raise the share of mechanised mining
from 5-10% of output today to 25% by 1982/83 though this may be frustrated byayed procurement or implementation problems.

3.1.17 The Mission found that investment planning for the Sixth Plan period in theCoal India companies was not yet complete. A 0- r plan (Project BlackDiamond) drawn up in 1976/77 had assumed a much faster rate of growth ofeman than now envisaged and its subsequent abandonment had caused somedsruption to the planning process. In the last two years there has been agestaerate slowdown of the programme of equipment procurement although long-gesatonmine development scheme s-Th' Ee been exempted from expenditure cuts.As a consequence the equipment expenditure programme (65-75% of total
expenditure) has had to be revised and a-pro-ii-rement plan covering the three
years 1978/79 to 1980/81 had just been submitted by Coal India to the Department
of Coal for approval at the time of the Mission's visit. Procurement action was
in hand in advance of approval of this plan but its delayed consideration must be
having some detrimental effect on the implementation of Sixth Plan activities.
The management of Singareni had expenditure plans in some detail for the Sixth
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Plan period and, in common with some other companies, a "shopping list" ofequipment requirements. However they anticipated procurement and financingdifficulties and were unable to plan with certainty. There also appeared to besome evidence of a backlog in the approval by the Central Government of newmine development schemes, perhaps due to a recent acceleration in the productionof project reports by CMPDI which may previously have been a little slow inworking up projects. Although the mining companies told the Mission they had-plans for projects which would enable them to meet Plan targets, one companyclaimed that projects approved were sufficient only to produce 35% of.theintended increase in output. It is possible for companies in this situation totake "tdvance action" and begin work on the project without formal approvalThis practice is apparently quite common. However there is no guarantee withthis procedure that there will be full funding of project costs. In some companiesthere may be some imprecision in management thinking about their Sixth Planinvestment activities.

3.1.18 The mining companies have developed production plans which aim foran output of 158 million tonnes in 1982/83 - 9 million tonnes more than thePlanning Commission's estimate of 149 million tonnes. Although the plannedrate of growth of output is not outside the range of past achievement the Missionfeels that, in view of the pause in the development effort occurring in 1976/77,the evidence of some unpreparedness in management for handling the SL'th Planinvestments and the possible insufficient provision of finance, the chances ofattaining the mining companies' output target for the Sixth Plan, or even thelower Planning Commission target, should be viewed with some caution, Muchwill depend on how far expenditure in the last two years of sta&nant output hasincreased effective capacity beyond current production levels and on managementability to achieve productivity improvements in the coming years.
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Table 8 Demand for Coal in Sixth and Seventh Plan Periods

Million Tonnes

1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1982/83 1987/88 Annual growth
rates

actual estimate forecast forecast forecast 6 FYP 7 FYP

1. Steel (including 22.6 23.97 25.00 34.0 46.0 7.2% 6.2%
foundries and
metallurgical
coke)

2. Power 28.9 29.80 33.80 54.0 84.0 12.6% 9.3%
3. Railways 13.10 13.20 13.~10 11.8 10.3 -2.2% -2. 7%
4. Cement 4.90 5.10 5.25 7.2 10.0 7. 2% 6. 7%
5. Fertiliser 0.7 1.00 1.50 4.7 7. 3 36. 0% 9. 2%
6. SoftcCoke 4.30 4.00 4.55 6.5 9.0 10. 2% 6.7%
7. Brick and othe r

industries 22.60 23.39 22.55 27.8 35.4 3. 5% 5.0%
8. Colliery

c onsum ption 3.4 3.3 3. 35 3.5 3.5 1. 2% nil
9. Export 0.6 0.8 1.00 1.0 1.0 4.5% nil

10. Total 99.7 104.66 111.90 150.5 206.5 7. 5% 6. 6%

Sources:

- 1976/77, 1977/78, 1978/79 Department of Coal
- 1982/83, 1987/88 Draft Sixth Five Year Plan and Planning Commission
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3. 2 Output in the Sixth Plan

3. 2.1 This section describes the mining companies' plans before theirprocessing by the Planning CoMmission, whose plans were considered in thepreceding section.

3. 2. 2 The production plans designed to achieve the coal outputs required inthe Sixth Plan retain many of the features of the production plans of the FifthPlan. Indeed, it is in some senses an extension in time of the Fifth Plan, fortotal production expected by the mining companies at the end of the new planis only about 11 million tonnes pa higher than that planned for the end of theold one (see Table 9). The small increase represents only one year'sincremental increase in production. From a base of 78. 2 million tonnes in1973/74 the conpanies were planning to produce 146. 7 million tonnes in19178/79 - an increase of 88%. From a base of 102.4 million tonnes in 1977/78the companies are planning to produce 158.1 million tonnes in 1982/83 - anincrease of 54%.

3. 2.3 The companies' coal production forecasts for the Sixth Plan are obviouslymuch more realistic than those for the Fifth Plan. Not only do the new plansrequire a somewhat slower rate of expansion but they are much closer to thenew estimates of demand. The latter in turn provide for lower increases than
those of the previous Plan. The Fifth Plan estimated that demand would increasefrom 78 million to 135 million tonnes pa (737s in 5 Years), whereas plannedproduction at 147 million tonnes was 12 million tones pa higher still. TheSixth Plan estimates that demand will o intonnes pamhigherstill. The
tonnes (44% in 5 years), whereas planned production at 158 million tonnes isonly 7.5 million tonnes pa above the demand forecasts1

3. 2.S4 Table 10 shows that out of the annual additional output required duringthe Sixth Plan over 30 million tonnes, 55 of the total, is expected to come fromopencast mining. This is a far higher proportion than that in the Fifth Planwhere the coharable figures were 20 million tonnes, 38% of the totalincrease. The proportion of e-xtra output expected from new mines (both open-cast and underground) is 37 million annual tonnes, 67 of the total. The com-parable Fifth Plan figures were 40 million tonnes, 58% of the total increase.
3. 2. 5 The new proportions do not necessaril- indicate-change in strategy,
but rather a meais of-recouping the'g-ei-ss lbst dut'ing the Fifth Plan. Table 11shows a combination of the results achieved since 173/74 and the Sixth Planforecasts. Treated as a single plan, extending from the last year of the FourthPlan (1973/74) to the last year of the Sixth Plan (1982/83), the increase from78 million to 158 million tonnes pa in 9 years represents a doubling of output ata steady annual increase of 5. 60. Comyared with the Fifth Plan, the expected
output from existing opencast and from new underground mines is virtuallyunchanged and that from existing underground mines and new opencast mineshas been increased in similar proportions. mi

r 2. 6 The extra increases from existing mines and from new opencast mines,provided for in the Sixth Plan, are welcome and are, indeed, in accord with the1974 Mission's view that more output from those two sources could have beenaccommodated. After marginal increases taking up spare capacity have beenachieved, and these were largely responsible for the early increases in theFifth Plan, increases from existing mines (by their reconstruction) and fromnew opencast mines are the cheapest ways of providing increased capacity.
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3. 2.7 In summary, the Sixth Plan for production is effectively the Fifth Plan
extended to provide a further 5 million tonnes per annum from existing mines
and a further 6 million tonnes per annum from new opencast mines.

3.2.8 The main sources for the increase irtopencast-output are Eastern
Coalfields, Bharat Coking Coal and Singareni. These companies did not con-
tribute any substant amounts of opencast coal to the Fifth Plan, but their
combined contribution to the increase by the end of the Sixth Plan of 12. 6 million
tonnes pa comprises nearly half the total increase from opencast mines and one f
quarter of total opencast production. Those same companies will continue to
make the largest contribution towards the increased output from underground
mines in the Sixth Plan, whilst the Central and Western Coalfields will continue
to provide the bulk of opencast output. Of its total output of 38 million tonnes
Central Coalfields will produce 25 million tonnes (66%) from opencast mines.
Of its total output of 33 million tonnes Western Coalfields will produce
9 million tonnes (27%) from opencast mines.

3.2.9 The main techniques to be employed in increasing output are quite
specific. In opencast mining, the extension of the use of walking draglines will
enable higher outputs to be achieved from a single site but will also enable each
site to be more productive in that greater overburden/coal ratios can be managed,
so increasing the coal reserves amenable to opencast mining. In Coal India the
utilisation of draglines will increase from the 12 currently in use, by a further 6
being currently assembled, and then by a further 5 to be ordered. Singareni
is also intending to use a walking dragline in its first major essay into opencast

3.2.10 The main contribution to the substantial increase in underground out-
put derives from the introduction of longwall mining. Both Singareni and TISCO
intend to adopt the method, but the greatest expansion in the use of the technique
is that by Coal India. In the Sixth Plan it intends to increase output from that
expected in 1978/79, 3.4 million tonnes, to a planned output in l-982/83 of
20.4 million tonnes. As Table 12 shows, current m'ethods of longwall mining'
provide a fairly even spread of output between solid blasting, flight loading and
shearing, although the lower levels of output from solid blasted faces means
that there are more of that type of face than there are of the others. But at 5%
o: totln er oall ming is clearly not plaving a very significant
role at presen;. By 1982/83 however that percentage is expected to increase to
23% of all undergrouild oufput wiith-The 'onr frm rclin rariised loaae r
faces rising from 3% to 18% of all underground output. A further increase in
longwall mining to 32% of all underground output is expected by 1985/86, so
that this is clearly the road along which Coal India intends to go. (But see also
3. 3. 2. 4.) It is significant that virtually the whole of the increase in underground
output is to come from longwall mining, with bord and pillar, India's traditional
method of working, remaining virtually static at between 67. 5 million and
70 million tonnes pa throughout the period up to 1985/86. However, there is
one very important change expected in bord and pillar working. Mechanised
loading is planned to increase from its present very low level of 4% of bord and
pillar working to a level of 26% by 1982/83, and to a level of 36% by 1985/86.
As a percentage of all underground mining, mechanised bord and pillar is
expected to be 4% in 1978/79, 16% in 1982/83 and 18% in 1985/86, which means
that it will be slipping further and further behind longwall mining.

3. 2.11 Hand in hand with the adoption and extension of longwall mining goes
the introduction of powered supports. Bharat Coking Coal is currently installing
at Monidih Colliery in the Jharia Coalfield the first set of powered supports and
intends to provide three more sets there within the Sixth Plan period.
Additionally Eastern Coalfields intend to install a set, within the next three
years, possibly at Seatalpur Colliery and Western Coalfields intend to install
two sets within the next three years in locations which have not yet been decided.
Singareni also intend to install a set of powered supports in the near future.
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t ito ongallminngwas detailed

l2.12 The case for and against movement into longwall mining is agai

in te 194 M is siofl report and the econorruc s of longwall working is again
ree 197 below (4. 2.19). its inherent advantage of high output concentrated

at one point brings other advantages which Indian mining engineers ave

quick tointebie.Costs between face and shaft can be drastically reduced as

auick to realise. Costs betweced, better supervision and management can be

fewer districtatneed to be se c s an rkedipove wment wokng safionty tsards

concentrated at one point, there isanipoe ntnwrigenroirnt

including ventilation standards, and a marked improvement in safety standars.

But there is a new higher technology to be mastered and this is extremely

demanding. It was noticeable tha~t none of the plans for movement into longwall

mining showed sufficient appreciation of two fundamental issues - coal transport

and face development.

3. 2. 13 There is a distinct difference between the work pattern at a coal face

where intense activity fluctuates with periods when no coal is being produced

and the work pattern at a shaft or drift where a steady activity rate by the
and he orkpatern t ashat o the drift is demanded. To ensure

cages in the shaft or by the conveyor in t havemal oeore

clearance of coal from the face it is necessary to have coal conveyors nearly

matching the capability of the face machine to produce coal when it is working.

This means that the capacity of the coal conveyors near the face is far higher

than is needed to sustain a steady average output such as is required in the

shaft or drift. To overcome this requires either a transport system throughout

d aing a higher capacity than is necessary, and this is extremely

costly, or some form of bunkerage, inserted between the high capacity face

system and the lower capacity shaft/drift system. Neither of these alternatives

is being catered for in current plars but must be given very careful consideration

before longeall faces having outputs of up to 5, 000 tonnes/day - and this is well

wihir the capability of the equipment being installed in Indian mines - are

designed and brought into production.

3.2.14 The replacement of retreat longwall faces demands a high level of

development activity. Depending upon the output, time taken to install equipme

and a number of other factors associated with the face, the rate of drivage for

a single development machine can range from 5 to 10 times the speed at whih

the face to be replaced is travelling. A face producing 3, 000 toroes/day might

well consume 10 yards of roadway per week in each of its two roadways, and its

replacement must be developed leavin adequate tim for preparation, drivage,

withdrawal of drivage equipment, and installation of face equipment, oin -

veyors and bunkers. The machine developing the replacement face, in the

vcumstances uoted, might well have to drive 60-100 yards of roadway per

week. Such rates exceed those normally achieved in Indian coal mines.

3. 2.15 The techniques being adopted to produce the required increase in out-

put are well tried. The problems for the Indian mining engineers are those

involved in adopting the new styles of planning, operation and management

required to ensure the speedy transition from the traditional bord and pillar

working to the much more demanding, but much more productive, longwall

method of mining.
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Table 9 Comparison of Fifth and Sixth Coal Production Plans

Coal Output (millions tonnes)

Company Actual 5th Plan in 6th Plan in Increase %
1973/74 1978/79 1982/83 5th-6th

North Eastern 0.4 1.0 1.0 -
Eastern Coalfields 21.1 34.0 36.8 + 8.2
Central Coalfields 15.5 34.8 38.1 + 9.5
Western Coalfields 16.5 31.3 32.8 + 4.7
Bharat 16.3 29.1 28.4 - 2.4

Coal India 69.8 130.2 137.1 + 5.3
Singareni 5.3 12.0 16.0 +33.3
TISCO & IISCO 3.1 4.5 5.0 +11.0

All India 78.2 146.7 158.1 7.8

Source: Department of Coal

Table 10 Production Plan 1977/78 to 1982/83 (Sixth Plan)

Annual Production (millions tonnes),

3c Deep Mines Opencast Total

Actual 1977/78 84.7 17.7 102.4
increase from existing mines 15.2 3.5 18.7
Increase :from new nines 10.1.
Planned 1982/83 110.0 48.1 158.1

Source: Department of Coal; Coal India Operational Statistics.

Note: Complete data for this table were not available to the
Mission; some figures are therefore estimates by
the Mission.

Table 11 Production (Actual and Planned) 1973/74 to 1982/83

Annual Production (millions tonnes)

Deep Mines Opencast Total

Actual 1973/74 62 16 78
Increase from existing mines 28 5 33
Increase from new mines 20 27 47
Planned 1982/83 110 48 158



Ta ble 12 Plain _PPO!TCs Io Loiifall Mining in Coal India

1978/79 1982/83 1985/86

Method of Working Output %1/W % U/G Output %7o L/W % U/G Output % L/W % U/G

L/W Solid Blasting Faces .9 26 5 1.2 4.8 23.5 5.4 6.7 20.9 6.6L/W FightLoade r Faces 1.4 2 1.9 7.9 38.7 9.0 9.3 29.1 9.1
L/W Shearer Faces 1.1 32. 3 1. 5 7.7 37.8 8.8 16.0 50.0 15.8

Total Long-wall34

Total Bord&ll 3.4 100 4.6 20.4 100 23.2 32.0 100 31.5Total Bord & Pillar 69.9 95.4 67.6 - 7. 956.954 676- 78.8 69.5 - 68.5

Total Underground 73.3 100 100 88.0 100 100 101.5 100 100



3. 3 Inputs to the Sixth Plan

3. 3.1 Capital Investment, the key input to the Plan, has already been identified
as an area which is being subjected to a great deal of revision. In broad terms it
appears that Rsl, 655 crores are to be invested in the industry and that
Rsl, 376 crores will be invested directly in mines. Rs375 crores will be needed
for continuing schemes and existing mines, Rs276 crores for projects already
approved and a further Rs725 crores for new projects still at the proposal or
formative stage. The balance of the Rsl, 655 crores will be spent on washeries
(Rs114 crores) and on coal utilisation projects, infrastructure, exploration and
other activities (Rs165 crores). Of the investment in mines of Rs1, 376 crores,
65-75% will be for plant and equipment.

3. 3. 2 Ecuinment requirements, which represent such a large proportion of the
total investment, are being re-evaluated. At the time of the Mission's visit the
costings had not been completed so that it is impossible to say how closely the
new values agree with the original estimates which went to make up the total sum
referred to above.

3. 3. 2.1 As in the Fifth Plan "advance action" is being taken to purchase equip-
ment which will permit an important feature of the plan, further output from
existing mines, to be achieved as quickly as possible. The advance action taken
so far by Coal India has been to list the equipment required for underground and
opencast expansion. Although uncosted, the lists seen by the Mission have been
developed in great detail. They have taken into account what equipment is
required for production from existing mines, for approved projects, for projects
yet to be approved and of course replacement equipment. It has been made clear
that the list of requirements for the next 3 years excludes items already ordered,
being manufactured or in stock. Although, because of these exclusions, the list
does not give a complete picture of all the equipment that is required to achieve
the Sixth Plan outputs, in fact the inevitable lag in delivery will make the list
fairly representative of total requirements.

3.3.2.2 The major items of opencast equipment, walking-draglines, have an
increasingly long delivery date and it is estimated that order, manufacture,
delivery and erection is now taking as long as 4 to 5 years. In the prograrmme are

slited`4 diaglines of15 cubic metres capacity, f oi'Easte*h' Coa!fieIds in
1979/80 and 2 for Central Coalfields in 1980/81. Another dragline of 10 cubic
metres capacity is listed for Central Coalfields in 1978/79. It would appear that
none of this equipment could be delivered in time. On the other hand, delays in
deliveries during the Fifth Plan have created a situation where 6 draglines are
currently under erection and all should be operational within the next twelve
months. Whilst walking draglines are an important feature of many of the bigger
and deeper opencast sites many more of the smaller mines continue to produce
coal using the more traditional shovels, loaders and dumpers, with the over-
burden being broken by drilling and blasting. This equipment will still predominate
for many years to come and the Coal India list makes adequate provision for its
supply. With much shorter delivery times, and because the bulk of this equipment
can be manufactured in India, it could be available to recoup some of the shortfall
in output resulting from the inevitable delayed delivery of the walking draglines.
The Coal India list is summarised in Table 13.

3. 3. 2. 3 The other companies' plans for expansion of opencast mining are
relatively modest, as are therefore their equipment demands. Singareni expected
shortly to place an order for a single dragline to develop an opencast mine at
Ramagundam. The extended delivery times could inhibit its application by the
end of the Sixth Plan when it is expected to produce 2.4 million tonnes per annum.
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TISCO has plans to expand its output from its opencast mine at West Bokarofrom I to 1.8 million tonnes but again the modest scale makes no great demandson imported equipment.

3. 3.a2.T4 The Coal India list of underground equipment reflects the philosophyof extending the technique of longwall working. The abstracts from- the lfi,recomile~hd as Table 13, sho6w the face equipment required to achieve the increasen output from long-wall faces, and the stage loaders and conveyors required toransport the coal from the face. Also included are coal cut ters which, althoughasic to longwall working, are more likely to have been listed for use in bordand pillar working. Attention was drawn in 3. 2.13 and 3. 2.14 to the need forhigh capacity conveying systems and high speed development equipment. Itappeared that with only 16 conveyors of capacity 450/500 tonnes per hour andonly 23 road headers in the list of equipment, the 55 flight loader and shearerfaces expected to be working by 1982/83 will be neither adequately served bygood transport systems nor replaced in time to ensure continuity of output frome next face in sequence. It could be, of course, that high outputs are notexpected from the new generation of longwall faces and that both the outbytransport capacity and the face development equipment do match the faceperformance. If this is so, then the whole philosophy ofmovement into long-wall working, as opposed to remaining in bord and pillar working, is broughtinto question. It is doubtful if high cost longwall working can ever compete oncost grounds with bord and pillar working unless the output from the former isappreciably in excess of current norms so as to counteract the highly manpowerintensive but low cost system which the latter represents.

3. 3. 2. 5 WAhilst provision of spares remains a problem in India, this Missionwas less conscious than the 1974 Mission of its being an inhibiting factor. DuringtheFifh Pan expansion of output was mainly attributable to the extension ofmethods in which there is both an indigenous capability and capacity, and forafairly effective spares service has been developed. The policy for thean is to try to manufacture in India itself more of the equipment beingcurrently imported. Only then can the manufacture of spares be expanded. Untilth there will still be a heavy reliance on a programme of imported sparesatching up with imported equipment. Unfortunately, the Mission was unable toidentify specific problem areas since the ecutoment lists dealt niems of
-on spares for them. The aevelopment of iality corol b thern.-igconmpamies would merit conside-ration.... A -common, comnplaint waAhatsome mndigenously manufactured spares were made of inferior materials whichat the end of the dy exacerbated rather than solved the problem.

3. 3. 2.6 Repairs of equipment, and the manufacturin of certain it s
-re increasinglybeingundertak by he mining companies. The establishment ofit alrendand regional vworkshops bs dproceeded apace in each of the companiesofCoal India. Singareni will also be developing and expanding workshops

facilities during the course of the Sixth Plan.

s el Other Supplies are of equal importance to equipment and in many areasitwsclear that provision made in the Fifth Plan was considered adequate toanscare of the requirements of the Sixth Plan. In others it was clear that mininghorthad been changed to accommodate what was recognised as an insuperableshortage.

la. In tA lack of the supply of sand featured as a major constraint in the FifthPlanI the Sixth Plan, the increase in opencast mining from the Jharia andRaniganj fields, ad the consequent decrease in output from underground sources,off sets to some extent the effect of these shortages, since these were the coalfieldsmost seriously affected by the need to solid stow underground workings. Researchis also being undertaken to find suitable alternatives to sand for underground
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stowing, but the greatest impact is likely to be made by adopting methods of
working underground which do not require that the void should be stowed. Where
subsidence is not a factor the retreat system of longwall mining can be safely
worked without recourse to stowing. The roof is permitted to fall behind the
face (ie the goaf is "caved") and although the roadways may be destroyed behind
the face, they are no longer needed. By a combination of these factors, the
provision of sand is unlikely to be the major constraint that it was in the Fifth
Plan.

3. 3. 3. 2 Explosives are as important an input to the Sixth Plan as they were to
the Fifth. Unfortunately at its onset, the Sixth Plan has experienced a shortage
and both Coal India and Singareni have had to seek emergency supplies from
outside India. It was known that problems could arise by the end of the Fifth
Plan because of shortage of manufacturing capacity. The lower levels of output
would have sufficed to meet the lower demand arising from the depressed coal

production levels but for a serious strike in the main supplier's factory during
1977. The sharp increase in consumption of explosives, arising from the extension
of solid blasting, will soon be reaching its peak. The commissioning of the long
delayed new explosives factory at Bhandara should give the extra output to guard
against the possibility of shortages. Much will depend upon the success of
mechanised longwall working. If the 7. 7 million tonnes expected from shearer
faces is not achieved, then more explosives will be required with consequent
pressure on the suppliers, possibly beyond their ability to meet the extra
requirements.

3. 3. 3. 3 Steel was thought to be a constraint at the time the Fifth Plan was
being prepared but the stated determination of the Government of India to ensure
that the mining industry received priority for its supply appears to have carried
over into the Sixth Plan.

3. 3. 3.4 Power supply failure was frequently referred to at the time of the last
Mission's visit, and although now less often mentioned this clearly remains a

problem for the moment. However, the wish expressed by many of the companies
in 1974 to have their own independent power generation facilities is heard less
often now.

3.-3. 3.5 Railway wagon supplies, was another-constraining factor at, he time .of
the last Mission's visit. However the expansion of the railways kept pace with
that of the mining industry during the Fifth Plan: an average 7, 398 wagons a
day were loaded during 1973/74 rising to 9, 447 during 1976/77. The railways
express confidence that they will be able to meet the demand for loading of
13, 000 wagons in 1982/83. The position has been helped by the mining companies'
own efforts to improve turn-round at collieries by rationalising loading arrange-
ments, encouraging bulk loading at fewer points and replacing manual by mechani-
cal loading. These improvements will be continued into the Sixth Plan. By
1982/83 the railways expect to have to transport 40 million tonnes pa more coal
than at present. This is rather less than the increase in coal output because an
increased proportion of coal will be consumed at pit-head power stations. Line
capacity, it is known, will need increasing to meet the needs of consumers in
the Northern and Western regions; however, going east from the coal fields to
Calcutta and Haldia the Railway Ministry feels that there is sufficient line capacity.
The planning of investments in railway line capacity is being inhibited, according
to the Railway Ministry, because Coal India has not yet reported the geographical
pattern of despatches of coal expected at the end of the Sixth Plan period. There
seems some risk that, despite the railways' efforts to keep pace with the mining
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industry's demands, wagon supply, particularly in the congested areas of Bihar
and West Bengal, may remain erratic. The Mission learned that wagon supplies
to the mines had been adversely affected since the end of 1977 by the Andhra
Pradesh cyclone and the pressing need to transport large amounts of domestically
procured grain and imported fertiliser.

3. 3. 3. 6 Coal India is now examining ways of effecting future colliery power
station transport linkages so as to reduce their cost and ensure continuity of
coal supplies. In all but the most exceptional cases, modern power stations
require supplies from a number of collieries. Even if those collieries closest
to a power station can be linked by conveyor systems, it is inevitable that large
quantities of coal from other supplying collieries must travel by rail transport.
For those, the majority of cases, Coal India is contemplating using merry-go-
round (MGR) systems, so called because the locomotive and its rake of wagons
are not separated but run continuously between colliery and power station, with
only one rake of wagons needed to effect the linkage. The normal alternative
to MGR systems is for a locomotive to deliver an empty rake of wagons to a
colliery and leave with a recently filled rake of full wagons. If the link is direct
between power station and colliery- and a similar arrangement obtains at the
power station, ie a full rake is delivered and a different empty rake is taken
away, then up to three rakes of wagons are required to keep the system
operational.

3. 3. 3. 7 Introduction of the MGR system would reduce the total demand for wagons
and speed up coal deliveries. It does require high-speed loading equipment at the
colliery and high-speed unloading equipment at the power station, both of which
are expensive to install. It also requires careful co-ordination if there is more
than one supplying colliery. Where distances are relatively short, say up to
ten miles from the most distant colliery, the alternative of a belt conveyor
system might well be examined. The ideal project for the introduction of an
MGR system would be a purpose-linked new colliery and new power station,
some distance apart, with each designed from the outset to handle MGR wagons.
In such a case the full benefits of the system could materialise.

3. 3. 3.8 Much of the optimism regarding inputs other than equipment arises
from the ability of the companies concerned in supplying these inputs to meet
tne demands of the Fifth Plan. But it must not be forgotten that the Fith Plan
.target of 147 million. tonnes.of coal .by-1978/79 was not..met.by a considerable,_

margin. What supplies would have been like had this target been met is a matter
for conjecture. The Mission feels that if the plans being laid to meet the Sixth
Plan output objectives are followed, then there will be considerable difficulty in
ensuring that all the required inputs, outside the control of the mining industry,
will be available.

3. 3.4 Manpower which currently is about 590, 000 in Coal India and 55, 000 in
Singareni, is unlikely to be a problem during the period of the plan.

3. 3.4.1 Recruitment is not difficult since mining offers far better job oppor-
tunities than those normally available to the agricultural worker, the main source
of supply for Indian mines. Coal India, which has considerably reduced the labour
force during the Fifth Plan by mergers and increased mechanisation,will continue,
to do this during the Sixth Plan. However, the new mines will require manning so
that the net effect will be to increase total manpower. It is estimated that Coal
India will require almost 100, 000 men more to raise its current output level of
90 million tonnes to 137 million tonnes while Singareni will require 30, 000 to
raise output from 9 million tonnes to 16 million tonnes. Should these prognostica-
tions materialise, Coal India will be improving output per man-year from 152 tonnes
to 196 tonnes and Singareni will be improving from 164 tonnes per man-year to
188 tonnes per man-year during the Plan period.



3. 3.4. 2 Training could be a factor influencing the Plans of the mining companiesto a far higher degree than in past years. In an industry largely confined tomanual methods little more than rmdimentary vocational training was required.With the advent of mechanisation, a more thorough grounding is needed. Themining companies are well aware of this and will be putting into effect, duringthe Sixth Plan, the recommendations of the Committee on Training and Executive
Development of Technical Personnel. A Training Board has been establishedcharged with organising Training Institutes in each company to cover vocationaltraining for new recruits, mining training for supervisors, training to upgradeskills, and management training for junior and middle management. Otherspecialised training institutes will cover equipment, washery technoloy, longwall
mechanisation, advanced supervision and most essential of all, training for
trainers. Of particular importance is the training in lonwall mining in which
the National Coal Board of the United Kingdom and Messrs Dowtv, the British
mining equipment manufacturers, have been prominent. The Mission believesthat during the course of the Sixth Plan the United Kingdom could play a significantpart in the training programmes designed to ease the familiarisation of the Indianmining industry with longwall techniques, and with its own well -e ablished
training programmes the National Coal Board could do much to help in the train-ing of the future trainers.

3. 3.4.3 The problems must not be minimised. Provision of training facilities,and ample supplies of recruits to use them, will not necessarily produce trainedtechnicians. The Indian mining industry is taking a huge leap from pick andshovel to a sophisticated technology. It follows that a third element - carefulselection of trainers and those to be trained - will be essential to the success ofthe massive training programe in years to come.

3.3.5 Manawreeo ent of the m tning industry lies mainly in the hands of miningengineers, gbut there are of course a large number of managemnt Posts whichneed to be filled by other disciplines.

3. 3.5.1 The recruitment of mining engineers is mainly via the establisheduniversities, mining schools, and technical colleges. Not untypical of theseinstitutes is the Indian School of Mines (ISM) at Dhanbad where the Missionrepeated the visit of its 1974 predecessor. It found that the -lans for increaSi gmining engineering graduateswe largelyavaiablenge beTht a Fifth Prn providedfor an increase in entrants for the whole country from 160 to 260 a year, 80 ofwhom were to be taken by the ISM; the higher figures will remain for the SixthPlan. Bearing in mind the relatively small change between the two Plans thisshould not be surprising. What struck the Mission was how much better equippedto face this task the ISM is now compared with 1974. Buildings to the value ofi1 million, with £750, 000 of equipment, are under construction and the sameamounts are to be spent to complete the expansion programme. There are now14 post-graduate courses available, but most are paer-subscribed because ofthe fear of lost job opportunities after graduation or upon return to the ISM afterhaving started a mining career. It would appear that the plan to maintain thelevel of graduates during the Sixth Plan is adequate to meet the needs of themining industry.

3.3.5.2 The training of managers to equip them for the specialised work ofthe mining industry and to face future change is rightly the affair of the miningindustry itself and not of the universities. In the past, scant attention has beenpaid to this need, but in future the training institutes will be used for the trainingof management, as well as of men, in the new mining technology. Staff collegesat Ranchi and Calcutta will cater for administrative training and for training ingeneral management of the more senior staff.
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3. 3. 6 Research and Development, fundamental to any industry in the processof extending its technological limits, are of even greater importance to theIndian mining industry into which so many new techniques are to be introduced.Research now being undertaken is unlikely to be of value during the Sixth Plan,but applied research and development - particularly of the type undertaken atthe main research centres - could make its impact during the next five years.In India research and development in the mining industry tends to be fragmented.There is an obvious case for the separation of research into fuel utilisation onthe one hand, and research into mining technology on the other, and this is donein so far as Central Fuel Research Institute (CFRI) is under a different manage-ment and under a different Ministry from the Central Mining Research Station(CM RS). But the Central Mine Planning and Design Institute (CMPDI) (runningits own Research and Development Organisation) is working in the same fieldas the CMRS. (So will be the research team intended to be set up by the majormining machinery manufacturer.)

3. 3.6.1 The CFRI is working in the energy field and researches into oil andgas as well as into coal utilisation. Its role is discussed in section 4. 8 below.

3. 3. 6. 2 The CMRS commits 70% of its resources to the coal mining industry.It acts as a testing station and nearly 20% of its income comes from that part ofits work. The efficiency of the Station as a profit centre has greatly increasedfrom 1970, when its project earnings were RsO. 5 million and its recurrent costsRs3. 0 million, to 1977 when project earnings were Rs5.4 million and recurrentcosts Rs6. 2 million. Much of the increase stems from the time of nationalisation,after which much more work was directed the way of the Station. The miningresearch on its own behalf tends to be fundamental research, but the Station alsoundertakes applied research sent its way by the CMPDI pending completion ofthe latter's own laboratories. The work of the Station is not geared directly tothe requirements of the Sixth Plan except that its clients require work to be donewhich is so related. A quarter of the staff of the Station is working on long-termprojects.

3. 3. 6. 3 The Research and Development Wing of the CMPDI has been developedto pursue lines of applied research. it is an interesting development to linklong-term planning with research and because of this it must be nossiblIe for the-stitute to aolv itself directly to problems related to the Sixth, and becauseresearch has. long-term. objectives,, Seventh. and-subsequent Plans. The bulk of 'the work now being done is focussed on lines of applied research. More oftenthan not these involve investigations into methods of working common to othercountries, but not easily transferable to Indian mining conditions; safety andsafety equipment; environmental problems; strata control; minimisation ofproduction costs; and finally, and somewhat surprisingly, utilisation of coal andcoal products. The last of these appears to duplicate the work being done by theCFRI.

3. 3.6.4 The CMPDI's work at Ranchi is being pursued with vigour andenthusiasm but much appeared to be directed at problems which have beensolved in other parts of the world. It is appreciated how absolutely essential itis to ensure that research done elsewhere is applicable to India, but this carrieswith it some risk of unnecessary duplication and, more importantly, the wastefuluse of scarce technical resources. There also appears to besome risk ofduplication within India itself of research work at a variety of companies andinstitutions. Although not yet established, the Mining and Allied MachineryCorporation intends to set up a research and development wing for investigationsinto new mining equipment suitable for Indian conditions, a subject which will
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naturally develop from the work at Ranchi. -I'he best mining machinery has
been developed through the mining engineer's Itnowledge of the conditions under
which equipment works rather than from the mechanical engineer's knowledge
of how equipment works.

3. 3.6.5 The last Mission commented on the need for co-ordinated effort in the
research and development field. Since that visit tremendous strides have been
made in extending the variety of research undertaken, making co-ordination
even more difficult. It appeared to the Mission that if more specific terms of
reference were given to each research institute, the risk of unnecessary
duplication would be eliminated. If, for example, the CMRS concentrated on
research into the environment and mine safety this would relate well to its
other function of testing materials and equipment to rigid safety standards.
If the CMPDI concentrated on methods of mining, strata behaviour and subjects
associated with the getting of coal, including the design of equipment for that
purpose, that would relate well to the Institute's long-term planning function.
If the Mining and Allied Machinery Corporation were there to support the
development work of both Institutes, a function admirably undertaken by mining
machinery manufacturers in the UK in relation to the National Coal Board's
research establishments, it too would be performing the role for which it will
be best equipped. Rationalisation of research effort in the way described would
have little or no impact on the Sixth Plan but would surely pay dividends in later
Five Year Plans.

3. 3. 7 Exploration is clearly an essential requirement for the mining incustry.
Without adequate strategic and tactical drilling the industry could not develop.
The work is carried out by a number of agencies including the Geological Survey
of India, the Mineral Exploration Corporation, State Governments, the CMPDI
and the mining companies.

3. 3.7.1 The Geological Survey of India undertake regional drilling associated
with their general role of assessing the country-s mineral wealth but, when theyhave spare capacity available, are willing to engage in tactical drilling on behalfof, and under the direction of, the CMPDI.

3, 3. 7. 2 The CMPDI is the prime mover in developing new capacity on oehaifoCoal india, a task ta~en ver Iroiaia, In taxen overfrom the now defunct National Coal DevelopmentCorporation. In that capacity; it is clearly heavily involved in every one of theexploration programmes., each of which is a necessary precursor to any newmining project. The Institute has its own drilling capacity but can call upon anyof the agencies offering similar facilities. In the last four years the worksupervised and directed by the CMPDI comprises:

Year Length Drilled No of Drills Metres/Drill/Year
(metres)

1974/75 62,659 61 1027
1975/76 106, 370 102 1039
1976/77 159,155 139 1145
1977/78 (to Dec) 135,154 154 1169

The average annual capacity of drills is steadily increasing, but is unlikely torise by very much more until newer techniques of down-hole logging, and othermethods which can reduce the time absorbing need to core through coal seams,are more widely adopted. Of the total of 152 drill rigs deployed in 1977/78, the
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CMPDI operated 51. The total amount of drilling required during the Sixth Planamounts to 900, 000 metres, or 180, 000 metres/year. With the same number ofdrills deployed as in 1977/78, and with the same average annual length drilledper machine, the target is achievable and there is therefore no reason to doubtthat the requirement will be met.

3. 3. 7. 3 Besides Coal India the other mining companies are also involved indrilling before developing new projects. They too have their own drillingcapacity but call upon the services of other agencies when thatis required. There are a further 56 drills available between the other companies,which is proportionate to their share of the output expansion and to their shareof the exploration programme. There is no reason to doubt that the capacity isadequate to fill their requirements during the Sixth Plan.

3. 3.8 Planning, as is clear from the previous paragraphs, is the responsibilityof the CMPDI at Ranchi and its four Regional Institutes at Asansol, Dhanbad,Ranchi and Nagpur.

3. 3.8.1 Each of the Regional Institutes works directly with the Coal Indiacompany in the area in which it is situated. Each operates in an identical wayfollowing the pattern laid down by the Central Institute. The detailed planning isdone in the Regional Institutes but obviously under the control of the CentralInstitute which directs resources, lays down policy, specifies standards andsupplies specialist services as required.

3. 3.8.2 The CMPDI's main function is to develop the perspective plans forCoal India, taking into account market demands, and the resources availableto fulfil the plans. Arising from that function, and its work on exploration,project preparation then becomes a major part of its activities. In this respectthe Institute is well experienced and extremely competent, having built on thevork of its predecessor the National Coal Development Corporation whichounded in 1956, was involved in the development of all new mines since thatdate, apart trom those aeveloped by Singareni. The CMPDI would be perfectlycompetent to carry out the task assigned to it, were not the backlog of projectsso great and the time-span for their anticipated completion so short. Whiledoubts have been noted above about the likely availability of some of the inputsto the Sixth Plan in the quantities required at the time they are required, therOauCz.pon Plans appear to assume that allippts will be available a.s they arerequired.

3. 3. 8. 3 SingareniCollieries is the only large mining company which carriesout its own plannig. In some respects the planning task is simplified 6b the-adoptiaofof-"standard" type of drift mine, in the construction of which thecompany has developed a great deal of expertise over the years. Planning,provisioning and operations are all simplified by this method of approach. Ithas one basic disadvantage in that the small units cannot so easily improve theirproductivity since the scope for increasing capacity of individual mines isclearly limited. In the four years of the curtailed Fifth Plan the company wasable to come close to its revised programme and was able to increase outputfrom 5. 5 million to 9 million tonnes pa. This increase of 1 million tonnes pawill need to rise by a further 0.4 million tonnes pa if the Sixth Plan target isto be achieved. To increase output by 1.4 million tonnes pa, particularly whena high proportion of it is to be met from opencast mining for which the availabilityof equipment is suspect, is perhaps too ambitious.

3.3.8.4 In conclusion, the Mission found that plans exist sufficient to meetSixth Plan targets, but feels that factors both within and outside the control of themanagement of the coal industry will conspire to prevent their full achievement.
Of these factors it feels that those which are external to the industry are probablymore deep-seated than those whiqh are internal to it.
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Table 13 Coal India: 3-Year List of Major Items of Mining Equipment

Surface Mining Equipment 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 Total

Draglines 1 2 2 5
Shovels 23 29 31 83
Loaders 8 10 8 26
Scrapers 28 18 16 62
Dumpers 137 175 219 531
Dozers and Graders 59 83 76 218
Drills 27 34 26 87Cranes 9 12 4 25

TABLE

Underground Mining
Equipment 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 Total

Coal Cutters 78 102 118 298Flight Loaders 8 11 17 36Shearers 4 2 8 14
Powered Support Faces 1 3 1 5
Friction Props 40 t. 4, 400 4, 900 4,100 13,400
Hydrauic Props 41t. 10, 825 9,600 19, 00 0, 225Frictioi & Hydrau1i' 20 2, 4OO 4, 0 ' 4, 00 10, 400
Link Bars 14, 400 14, 200 23, 150 51, 750AFCS450/500TPH 6 2 8 16AFCS 150/200 TPH 20 28 38 86Stage Loaders 300 TPH 6 2 8 10
Stage Loader 150 TPH 20 30 39 89Trunk/Gate Conveyors 72 79 94 245

Source: Coal India
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4. COMMENT AND REVIEW

4.1 Organisation and Management

4.1.1 The years after nationalisation were a time of organisational change in theCoal India companies. The technical and managerial skills present in the
nationalised private companies may sometimes have been passed over in favourof public sector managers from the erstwhile National Coal Development
Corporation. Initially also, there was probably excessive centralisaton whichgave individual colliery managers too little power and initiative. The Mission
was however glad to note that communications between senior company manage-ment and colliery managers are now being systematised and strengthened.

4.1. 2 The most fruitful context in which this is happening is the system of costcontrol which is being set up in the Coal India companies. Production plans andcosts are discussed in detail with each colliery manager. Annual budgets aredrawn up with monthly subdivisions. These are based on standard costs derivedfrom past performance adjusted for productivity improvements. They cover allaspects of the costs of production including labour, productivity, machine
utilisation, stores, stocks and demurrage charges on rail wagons. The budgetsare recorded on standard proformas and, at monthly reviews, actual performance
is compared with budgeted performance according to "flexible budget" procedures.
The Mission found these developments very encouraging. They wile e help to make
management at the collier1y level more purposive and will contribute to controlling
costs during a period in which other facotors will tend to incruase the real costsof production.

4. 1. 3 In investment planning, too, consultation between company managementand colliery management has improved as, the development possibilities of each
colliery have been systematically assessed. For small investments colliery
managers have the initiative. For larger schemes, however, it is the centralmanagemnent of the comnpanies, assisted by the CMPDI, which takes the initiativeof proposing projects to be undertaken to meet output targets. The Mission wasassured that, once identified, projects were fully discussed with local manage-ment before assuming the shape in which they would be submitted for board
approval. The importance is evident of fully involvina line management i theplanning of -projects wh'ich it will- Tte'r ha &6 i tpl 1emta cno

4.1.4 It was in the area of project control that the Mission detected some weak-ness. Senior management is well aware of the information services available and
understands the use and value of action programmes and such project control
techniques as network analysis, but simply to install the systems without ensuring
that they are effectively utilised is of little value. At one major project, key net-
works were twelve months old and had never been revised to take account of short-oomings in performance which could never be recouped, and it appeared that linemanagement paid little regard to these systems.

4.1.*5 Senior management may face a dilemma during this period of the industry'sdevelopment. With the restructuring of Coal India and a major construction pro-gramme in progress, the planning organisations and the company headquarters musthave creamed off a great deal of the available talent, inevitably weakening linemanagement. An acute shortage of high quality operators might well result fromthis policy; if so this would present serious problems. If as a result of lowering
the numbers and standards of the "doers", at a time when more of even better quality
will be required, the plans cannot be met, then the planners and top supporting
staff at company level will not have been effectively utilised. Fortunately, thenew training institutes should go some way to strengthening line managemenths
capability, but numbers could b a,problem during the Sixth Plan period.
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4.1.6 Coal India's employment policy has beeii to restrict recruitment to
skilled apprentices, to hold down or reduce the size of the work force, to reduce
the incidence of absenteeism, which is still high in the summer months, and to
eliminate casual labour. The latter objective has been achieved with the exception
of workers employed on the surface for the manual loading of railway wagons.
Coal India's policy now is to introduce a measured day work system with incentive
bonuses for productivity, but progress in introducing a uniform system has so far
been limited. In view of the size and diversity of India it may not be necessary to
have the same system in each area of each company. Individual area managers
may be the best judges of the form of incentive scheme best suited to achieving its
productivity targets. As for the objective of restraining the growth of the labour
force, Coal India are hoping for a continuing rise in productivity at 5o pa to reach
an OMS of 0.86 tonnes in 1982/83, which would imply, if -achieved, an increase in
the labour force from 590, 000 to 680, 000 by the end of the Sixth Plan. As progress
in opencast mining is expected to be considerable, one may be fairly optimistic
that this sort of productivity increase can be achieved.

4.1. 7 The Mission felt some disquiet, in discussing their expansion plans with
company managements, about their state of preapredness for the investment pro-
gramme s which they a re to unde rtak'e ~[rith~SLHth Plan. All com panie s have a
general philosophy-fo-r the technical development of their mines - though some are
considerably more optimistic about the speed with which mechanised mining pro-
jects can be introduced than others - and in general they are clear which develop-
ments they intend to introduce in which mines at what time. There is however a
lack of confidence in their ability to proceed as they desire, either because projects
have_not been approved or because procurement difficulties are expected. It is
symptomatic of this that plans for investment are usually not fully itemised and
prospective annual outlays are subject to variation. There is similar uncertainty
about the progression of other costs of production. This might in fact be a
reTetion on the system vhI-mhakes the companies responsible for meeting out-
put targets while making the CMPDI and its regional institutes associated with
the companies responsible for preparing and implementing the plans needed to
achieve the targets. In part also it may be due to the way in which sanction for
expenditure is given on a project-by-project basis rather than on a rolling
programme basis, thus leaving companv managements at all times witn measure
of unertamty about what the- will and will not be allowed to do. The fuleient of
the physical:investment targets of the Sixth -Plan reqtI!6orifidente-about the
means as well as knowledge of the ends on the part of all involved.

4.1.8 Finally, the Mission noted that company managements paid relatively
little attention to financial targets. One company mentioned the objective of
achieving a 10% return on capital employed but it was clear that all companies
regarded this as quite out of reach so long as average sales prices are less than
production costs. However, there are certain aspects of allocative efficiency in
management decisions which cannot adequately be monitored by production budgets
and targets for average productivity. The Mission considers that it would be use-
ful if company-wide financial targets could be devised to measure their overall
performance. These could be based on notional output prices if actual sales
prices were thought inappropriate.

4.2 Economic Issues

4.2.1 Employment, wage rates and the choice of mine technology

4. 2.1.1 Indian mining is labour-intensive. Wages and salaries accounted for
73% of the financial costs of production in Coal India in 1973/74 (though today thishas declined to around 60%) and in Singareni Collieries wages and salaries account
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for 55-57% of production costs. The industry employs about 645, 000 men andwomen (590, 000 in Coal India and 55, 000 in Singareni), of which nearly 90% arepermanent mineworkers, a little over 1% are company officials, and the remaindercasual labourers engaged for the most part in coal loading on the surface.

4. 2. 1. 2 In the Bengal/Bihar coalfield of Eastern India the coal mining communitieiare already more than a generation old. Miners' families originally came, inmany cases, from North Bihar or Uttar Pradesh and settled in the coalfieldswhen the mines were opened. A recent survey by the personnel department ofBharat Coking Coal is reported as showing that 50% of the workers in that company'smines were from the Scheduled castes. 38% of all workers remit money to theirvillages. In other coalfields miners are recruited locally from the predominantlyrural labour force. The policy of Coal India is to restrict the size of its payrolland to concentrate on improving the productivity of its existing workforce. InSingareni Collieries the rapid growth of coal output has been achieved both byincreasing the workforce and by productivity increases. The pattern of the pasthas been to recruit able-bodied but unskilled labour, to provide limited formaltraining (3-6 weeks) and then to rely on experience to improve miners' skills.The present labour force in the mines has for the most part learned its trade inthis way. With mechanisation, however, the coal companies are having to recruitlabour with formal crafts training and to devote resources to the retraining oftheir existing employees.

4.2.1.3 Although still mostly lacking in formal training mine workers earn awage which is similar to the wages of skilled workers in other industries.Following nationalisation the coal companies entered into a national wage agree-ment with the miners. As a consequence, a relatively inexperienced miner canexpect a monthly wage of a minimum of Rs450 or about Rs18 per day worked, andincentives and bonuses can increase the take-home pay of the more experiencedminer to around Rs25 or more per day. Even casual labourers may earn Rs16-17per day. The average wage and salary cost to the coal companies per employee issomewhat higher than this at Rs30-32 because of housing, provident fund andother welfare benefits, which are provided to miners and their families as amatter of policy since nationalisation.

4. 2.1. 4 The daily wages of agricultural or other unskilled workers outsidemining in tne m minng areas are very much lower than those of miners at Rs4-5per day. This may be taken as a roug# indicationuofi.the pportunityscost.of ine,o Sou rmg tImes of year of intensive agricultural activity absenteeismIn the mines increases, suggesting a higher opportunity cost at these times. ThePlanning Commission advised the Mission that miners should largely be consideredas coming from the ranks of the employed rural labour force rather than from theunemployed and that the value of output forgone could be reckoned at Rs3 perman-day.

4. 2. 1. 5 The wide gap between the apparent opportunity cost of mine labour andits average wage cost suggests that the relative costs of different techniques ofmining should alter considerably according to whether labour is valued at its costto the colliery companies or at its shadow wage. The ratio of the opportunity costof mine labour to the starting wage of the inexperienced miner is as low as 1: 5;the Planning Commission however advised the Mission that the shadow wage atdomestic prices should be approximately 50% when account is taken of the premiumon savings.

4.2.1. 6 It is hard to generalise about the choice of techniques in the coal industrybecause of the variety of geological conditions found in different mines. TheMission however observed that techniques ranging from the entirely manual tothe highly mechanised were employed or being introduced in underground mining,open cast mining and in coal hanling on the surface.
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4. 2.1. 7 In coal handling and wagon loading on the surface the costs of
mechanical systems per tonne of coal handled decline sharply as the capacity
of systems increases. Mechanical handling is less wasteful of coal and more
reliable than manual loading and, because quicker, confers some saving in
demurrage payments to the railways in respect of coal wagons. However, if
decisions are taken on the basis of the shadow cost of manual labour the threshold
above which mechanical loading will be considered economically viable will be
higher than when the cost comparison is done on the basis of actual wage costs.

4.2.1.8 The large new opencast mines in India are designed for fully mechanised
extraction methods. Smaller workings may only be partially mechanised eg with
mechanical removal of the overburden and the manual winning and loading of coal
into lorries. If decisions are taken on the basis of the shadow cost of labour the
scale of operations at which full mechnisation becomes economically attractive
would probably rise.

4. 2.1.9 For underground mining the Mission benefitted from an illustrative
analysis by the CMPDI, based on costs associated with average conditions, of the
relative district costs of mining with different techniques. At present with a
preponderance of conventional bord and pillar mining with manual loading some
80% of the work force works underground with half the underground workers at
the face. At the new mine at Monidih designed for longwall working there is a
lower proportion of workers underground (60%) and a lower proportion of these
(40%) at the face. Table 14 shows how labour costs may vary from 90% of the
district costs per tonne to as little as 10% according to the technique of mining
used. The Mission learned that in some mines labour costs were so high that
they exceeded the sale price of the coal. The figures in Table 14 show that, in
financial prices, longwall working with shearers operating at average productivity
levels is likely to be significantly cheaper than bord and pillar working whether
fully manual or partially mechanised. However, when labour is costed at a shadow
wage of 50% of its market price the advantage of longwall working as demonstrated
in the figures is eroded. (If the comparison were made at international prices
the comparison would swing again in favour of longwall because of the relatively
high internal price of mining equipment in India.) It is not possible to prove by
this illustrative example that either one or other of the systems of mining is more
economically attractive in particular mines, district cost comparisons ignore the
fact that a- single high output face ean confe-r considerable economies-in outby.
costs. There will however be many projects in which the use of the shadow wage
rate could make a material difference to decision on mining technique.

4. 2. 2 Pricing Policy

4. 2. 2. 1 The Mission considered pricing policies from the point of view of the
overall level of prices and from that of the price differences for different grades
of coal. The following remarks relate primarily to non-coking coal.

4. 2. 2. 2 Coal prices in India have remained fixed since August 1975 when they
were increased by approximately 30%. This was not sufficient to cover production
costs which now exceed sales realisations by approximately RslO per tonne. In
the delivered price of coal, however, the pit-head price of coal is frequently a
smaller element than transport costs; the average length of haul for non-coking
coal delivered by rail is of the order of 600-800 km, on which rail freight is about
Rs50/tonnes. The prices of different grades of non-coking coals are now fixed so
that, at the pit-head, they are proportionate to the calorific content of the coal.
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4.2.2. 3 There are various considerations which would normally govern thepricing of coal, including the need to:

a. signal correctly to consumers the cost of the fuel which they consume;
b. signal accurately to managers in the coal companies the profitabilityof their operations;

c. reflect the depletion of a wasting natural resource;

d. reflect in domestic prices the value of Indian coal in export marketsor, alternatively the value to India of oil imports saved thanks to the useof coal;

e. promote the use of coal in substitution for oil following the oil pricerise;

f. help contain industrial and retail costs as part of a counter-inflationarypolicy.

While appreciatin that pricing policy is a sensitive topic and that objectives canoften conflict wi th each other, the Mission feels that th e present prici-ng policymight take greater account of economic considerations.

4. 2.2.4 Because price differentials for different grades of non-coking coalare fLed at the pit-head rather than on the delivered price the latter does not- efet ifeene i hecaoifcvalue of the coal. Prices do not therefore actas a signal to consumers, enabling them to choose rationally the grade of coalwhich they wish to buy. Consumers are allocated coal of the grade which isthoue wht aoprosiate to them b >us-.istative action. The Indian authoritiesargue with justification that to use the price mechanism would lead to enormousana unrealistic nrice differentials at the pit-head between gh and low grade coal.
The disadvantage with the Present arrane mn ee, howgever, is that commercial
rela-ions between the coal companies and their customers tend to be poor andn-;ie'nt1s by the latter for coal consumed tend to be slow. The increasingrestr ctions which the authorie - ra -- e-; uses of e inon-coking

C ~ oa v uaat they value high Frade coal nuc' -! ontn its price wouldsuggest In a .broad sense this is rational economically ~ecaue nths reserves of
h grade coal will be depleted much sooner, on present consumption patternsea rhose of lowe- rades. However the policy of administrative allocation runsthe risk of involving the economy as a whole in higher extraction, transport andcoal utilisation costs per calorie of useful energy than would probably be incurredin a svstem where allocation was based on economic pingprinciples.

4. 2. 2. 5 If an energy source such as coal is sold at less than its costs ofproduction (or its opportunity cost to the economy)there is a risk that it will beoa teful¾ used by consumers. As shown in Table 6, and allowing for depreciationon the basis of replacement costs, average costs in Coal India now exceed the unitvalue of sales by at least RslO per tonne. The risk is diminished insofar as theb reight cost outeighs the costs of producing coal in the delivered price. However,,by the same token, the control of coal prices per se has only a limited effect ontre leneral level of industriai costs. The counter-inflationary motive for con-trolling coal costs is no longer a major consideration because the 1978 Centralbudget imposed an excise tax of Rs5 per tonne on non-coking coal (and RslO pertonne on coking coal) in addition to the royalty and cess payments amounting to
about Rs7 per tonne. This new tax will help to make consumers more aware of
the true cost of coal though without making a contribution to the profitability ofthe coal companies.43



4.2.2.6 The Mission found that the coal com2anies were becoming increasingly
cost conscious but that because of unrermunerative prices they placed little
emphasis on profitability. Coal is a heterogeneous product both because of grade
differences and because coal fields are at varying distances from consumption
centres. Cost comparisons are therefore not sufficient to guarantee the efficient
operation of the companies as a whole. As the price mechanism is not permitted
to function so as to show economic costs and values the companies are deprived
of a simple yardstick for measuring the relative performance of their- different
units.
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Table 14 Techniques of Underground Minin: .Comparison of Costsa
in Financial Terms and with a Shadow wage rate

b Total Direct Cost per tonneC
Technique Output per dayb) Output per man shift Wage Cost

(tonnes) (tonnes) per ton (Rs) Financial With Shadow wage of 0
(Rs) (Rs)

1. Bord and Pillar with
Manual loading 260 1.1 32 43 27

2. Bord and Pillar:
Development with
Scraper 460 2.4 14 31 24

3. Bord and Pillar:
Depillaring with
Scraper 460 2.5 14 31 24

4. Bord and Pillar:
Depillaring with
Side-Loader 600 3.0 11 32 27

5. Longwall with solid
blasting and
friction props 432 1.7 20 41 31

6. Longwall with shearer
and friction props 768 3.6 13 29 23

7. Longwall with shearer
and hydraulic props 800 3.9 9.5 28 25

8. Longwall with shearer
and self advancing
supports 1240-1780 12-18 2 2-3. 3 28-35 27-34

Source: CMPDI
Notes: a. Direct cost up to outby of panel on June 1976 basis under average conditions.

b. Inclusive of development drivages for longwall mining; assumes seam thickness of 2. 5m and longwall faces of
150m for non-powered support techniques and of 120m when powered supports are used.

c. Costs per tonne include, besides wages, depreciation and interest at 127o on plant and equipment, development
drivages, housing (for 40%6 of workers), colony roads and water supply.



4. 3 Technical Considerations

4. 3. 1 New opencast mines in the Sixth, as in the Fifth, Plan are to be one of themain sources of increased output. Opencast mining is a system ideally suited toIndia, where thick coal seams lie close to the surface in many parts of the majorcoalfields. Furthermore, the social dislocation brought about by this method ofworking coal is not much of a problem in the more sparsely populated areas ofMadhya Pradesh and Bihar, which is where the greatest scope for opercast mining
lies. In expanding opencast output, the industry is to rely heavily upon the use ofwalking draglines a number of which were imported during the Fifth Plan, thoughiot put to use, and a number of which are included in the provisioning lists preparedfor 'advance action' at the beginning of the Sixth Plan. Walking draglines, havingthe dual advantage of increasing output and a capacity to increase the over-burden/coal ratio thereby permitting economical working at greater depths, are the preferreequipment for most of the larger sites.

t e c2 Output increases from opencast mining were disappointingly small duringthe course of the Fifth Plan. THs probably resulted from delays in delivery anda of equipment. However the delays have resulted in the accumulation ofequipment which can be put to work on planned opencast sites within the immediatefuture. This means that, while the early increases in output during the Fifth Plancame from existing underground mines, the early increases in the Sixth Plan arelikely to come from new or extended opencast mines.

4. 3. 3 One of the means suggested for transporting coal in future opencast sites is
by m eans of inclined skip hoists. This technique has been used in the UK but mainlywhere the site is restricted, and the output is relatively low. In normal circum-stances, high capacity loaders would be the preferred method of delivering coal fromlarge opencast sites. Equipment of the size required for this specialised purpose
is not immediately available in the UK but no doubt those companies specialising inshaft transport could readily design and manufacture to specified requirements
4. 3. 4 Underground mining plays a less important part in increasing output in theSixth Plan than it did in the Fift~h, when it accounte for 95~o hncrease in totaloutput. This reflects the fact that many of the easily implemented schemes forincreasing underground output have already been undertaken and there is now lessscope for these cheaper methods of exnand otun Neverth nthhe exectdeannual increase of 25 million tonnes fro u pderground mineeeess, te exp
the 30 million--tonnes -expecte d fron bpendasf tines is still a formidable target.
4. 3. 5 The ways in which output is to be increased from underground sourceswas considered in section 3. 2. There is little change expected in output from bordand pillar working and the greatest change is likely to be in method, with mechanisedhord and pillar working gradually replacing manual loading, although right throughthe Sixth Plan manual loading will continue to be the predominant method of bordand pillar working. The main, and most important change, will be in longwall
working and it is clear that by far the greater part of the expected increase in under-ground output is to come from that method.

4. 3. 6 The Mission was less clear exactly how the expansion into longwall workingwas to take place. Coal India is likely to dev elop its mechanised longwall faces as'retreating faces In the method known as longwall retreating, roadways are drivenin coa to the full extent of the area to be worked by the face, the face is establishedat the furthermost point and is then worked back or "retreated"l to the starting point,leaving used roadways and collapsed goaf behind itself. The method has a number
of advantages but its main one is that because the roadways have been pre-formed,
the machinery on the face is able to work unhindered by the need for the slower
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process of roadway formation to maintain pace with the face. In advancinglongwall working, where roadways are formed behind the face as it movesforward, the process of making the roadways immediately behind the face oftenretards the progress of coal production. There are safety factors associatedwith retreat mining, particularly if the seam is liable to spontaneous combustion,since the goaf areas in which fires most frequently occur are left behind theroadways instead of being retained between the roadways, as is the case with anadvancing face. In the process of working coal, stresses created in the stratacan often result in serious roadway deformation which can hinder pr6duction andif they are left unrepaired (and repair is a most costly process) this increasesimmeasurably the time taken to retrieve valuable equipm ent from the face. By
retreating, the stressed roadways are left behind, repair costs are saved and theequipment, now close to the main transport roads to which the face has retreatedcan be quickly and cheaply recovered at the end of the life of the face. One furtheradvantage, particularly applicable to geologically disturbed coal or coal of variableCuality, is that drivage of the roadways before the face is worked gives a greatdeal of advance information leading to better operational planning.

4. 3. 7 The disadvantage of the system is that it is extremely demandingrequiring, to maintain continuity of faces, a rate of development drivage farin excess of that normally required for roadway drivages and indeed, until recentyears, far in excess of the capacity of standard drivage equipment to achieve therequired rates. Development, as an operational function, begins to absorb agreat deal more planning and management time and effort than does the face itself.
4.3.8 Curiously enough the transition from bord and pillar working to longwallretreating is perhaps as easily made as is the transition from longwall advancingto longwall ret reating. Bord and pillar working also calls for a concentration ondevelopment drivage, although normally at a much slower pace than is required
for development of reteeating longwall faces, so that the change in managementattitudes is less abrupt than the "Tadvance to retreat" change. In most respectsthe Indian mining indust-, if it is to adopt longwall mining, should opt forretreating longwall It is the system most likely to give the required results,as well as being that to which Indian mining engineers should moteasily adapt.However expectations of high outputs from retreat faces will not be met unless
hish cadacity cnveyor s( sstems integrated with adequate co b ,unkers, areinlstalled (see :Darag-raph .2. 1~ C-.. /

4. 3.9 Materials transport is another area where a chan e in approach isrequired. Normally the main materials required for a working advancing long-wall face are those needed to line and support the newly formed roadways, andthe slow pace of advance means that supplies do not require a high capacity systemfor their transport. During the production phase of an operating retreat face,because the roadways are pre-formed, very few supplies are required at all; butduring the development phase, because roadways need to be driven at fast rates,the daily consumption of supplies is very high indeed. Where powered supportsare used on either longwall advancing or retreating faces materials-handlingsystems need to be designed for heavy duties and not for speedy delivery of lightequipment. Transport of men can be integrated into the materials transport
system, but it is also possible to use the coal-carrying conveyors for man-ridingfrom the face.

4.3.10 The adoption of longwall mining will open up an entirely new concept ofmine planning. Face design and district design will need to be part of a totaldesign embracing coal transport, materials transport and carriage of men to
work. These are matters which the CMPDI must be examining with some urgency.
Longwall mining will demand an entirely different approach by management, and
the training to be undertaken in the technique must lay stress on attitudes as well
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as on technical development. Supervision at the face will be a more importantfactor than it is in bord and pillar working and will call for foremen of highcalibre. New problems arising from different patterns of strata behaviour willinevitably tax the research wing of the CMPDI.

4.3.11 The British mining industry in general, and equipment manufacturersin particular, could do much to help the advancement of the Indian mining industry.
used in British min.s. Although not producing quite as much opencast coal as
does India, the National Coal Board has a lot of experience in that type of aining
and is supported by a British manufacturing capability which can supply the whole
range of opencast mining equipment.

4.4 Demand Forecasting, Stocks and Customer Relations

4.4.1 Section 3. 1 above discussed the demand forecasts made for the SixthPlan and concluded that, on the assumption that overall economic growth targets
will be achieved, moderately conservative estimates of indigenous requirements
in 1982/83 would be of the order of 143-144 million tonnes, compared with the
Plan forecast, based on average estimates, of 149 million tonnes. The Mission
feels that the "end use" method of forecasting used in the preparation of the Planas regards the major consuming sectors is sound and that the Plan forecast hasbeen prepared with all due caution.

e However the forecasts may-in the event prove wrong because ofunexpected shifts in demand-or, -more likely, because the growth pattern of con-sumer sectors, individually or collectively, may be different from that depictedin the Plan. It is therefore important for the coal companies to monitor carefullyindicators of demand growth and to make regular adjustments to their forecasts.
In the Coal India companies output targets are revised at Six-monthly intervals.
TIt would not be sensible to try to attune output too closely to demand over shortperiods of time because of the disruptive effect of this on output planning ard costsbut over the longer period demand prospects should affect decisions on whetherto advance or delay investment expenditure. The Mission found that the coal
companies individually, and Coal India at the apex level, made estimates of the
pattern of demand and tried to keep abreast of factors affecing demand levels hbut that th ey didnot.always have faith -in4theirforecastde

4.4. 3 Coal stocks in India have traditionally been low. Both producers andconsumers seek to keep stock levels down to economise on working capital andthere is no policy of holding strategic stocks. As shown in Table b, at the end
of 1977 the coal industry was holding only 5 weeks' stocks and in March 1977 washolding 7-8 weeks' stocks - a level which was considered by the authorities as
excessive. Consumers hold much lower stocks. In the weeks following the
departure of the Mission from India there were numerous reports of power
stations with only a few days' coal in stock following fairly shortlived disruptions
to coal supply resulting from industrial action in Singareni and the power shortagein Eastern India. Such disruptions must be expected to occur from time to time
and they can be guarded against by the holding of larger stocks. In view of thesize of India, the distance and difficulty of communication between supplier andcustomer, and the cost to the economy of disruption due to coal shortages, it
appears sensible to hold stocks of at least 3 months' consumption. Some ofthis could, if need be, be held by a Governmentsfinanced agency other than thecoal companies or the consumers of coal. The cost of adding 2 months' stocks
to the level of the coal companies' stocks at the end of 1977 would, in 1978/79, be
of the order of Rsl3O crores, which would increase the approximate level of Plan
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outlays on coal in the current year by about 60%. It would, of course, only be
possible to move slowly to the optimum level of stocks in view of restraints on
higher production. Stocks of coal might be located at strategic points in the
country ready to meet requirements in the event of disruption to production or
unexpectedly higher demand.

4.4.4 Finally, the Mission feels that the coal industry's relations with some
of its customers might be improved. The power sector in particular. believes
that the coal delivered to power stations does not always conform to guaranteed
specification. The Department of Power informed the Mission that it thought the
solution to the problem of the declining calorific value and variable quality of
the coal sent to the power stations would lie in washing power coal and in
judicious blending. The Mission suggests that consideration might also be given
to the adoption in India of the system in force in the UK whereby each cargo of
coal for the power stations is subject to agreed testing procedures by the
National Coal Board. Prices arp fixed for a quarter and any variation in
quality results in the prices being adjusted for the following quarter. This
system has the virtue of providing collieries with a financial incentive to supply
coal of at least the grade contracted for while avoiding delays in payment and
costly disagreement.

4. 5 Investment Planning

4. 5.1 The planning of projects in the Coal India companies is the responsibility
of the Central Mine Planning and Design Institute in Ranchi (CMPDI). the
CMPDI has a professional staff of 3000 with technical expertise from exploration
and the evaluation of reserves, through mine planning, to the design of coal
handling and beneficiation installations. It is involved with all projects for new
mines and for the reconstruction of old mines. Only in the case of minor
schemes for mine investment does the initiative usually come from collierv orarea managers. For all other schemes, the CMPDI, operating through its
Regional Institutes which it has established to work in co-operation with each of
the subsidiary companies, takes the lead in identifying new projects and in
designing and implementing them.

4.5.2 In the period since the nationalisation of coal mining in 1971/73 the
CMPDI, following on and extending the work of its predecessor, the National
Coal Development Corporation, has surveyed all Coal India mines with a viewto identifying reconstruction and development possibilities and has planned a
large number of new mines. It has also identified in detail the equipment require-
ments of the expansion plan of the industry. The fruit of this industry-wide plan-ning exercise is known as Project Black Diamond which was completed in 1976/77and which presented a fully-costed 10-year plan'of mine and ancillary development,colliery by colliery. The plan, which envisaged a demand for coal in excess of200 million tonnes pa by 1983/84 was very ambitious and probably beyond thephysical and financial resources of the industry to achieve. In the event targetshave been scaled down because of a slower growth of expected demand.

4.5. 3 The CMPDI follows a procedure in project preparation involving con-tinuous consultation with the managements of Coal India's subsidiaries, in whichprojects are considered at the pre-feasibility and feasibility stages beforereceiving approval. The Institute, through experience, is evolving norms forcosting proposals, though these norms are not yet completely identified. TheMission was able to see the comparisons made by the CMPDI of the costs ofunderground mining using different mechanised and non-mechanised techniquesunder average conditions (see 4. 2.1. 9). C MPDI officials and managers in



colliery companies are, thanks to this activity, aware of the order of magnitudeof investment costs financial tonne of planned development. The CMPDI alsolays down norms for labour and machine productivities under different conditionsas yardsticks against which to judge performance.

4. 5.4 Projects up to a value of Rs2 crores can be approved by the managementsof the subsidiary companies of Coal India on the basis of project feasibility
reports prepared by the CMPDI's Regional Institutes. Projects costing betweenRs2 crores and Rs5 crores require the assent of the Coal India management.Those which cost more than Rs5 crores require the approval of CentralGovernment's Public Investment Board and are vetted in Delhi by the Departmentof Coal, the Planning Commission and the Bureau of Public Enterprises.
Expenditure on projects is controlled on an annual basis in the content of thePlan Budget. The realism of the colliery companies' demands for funds isassessed by the Central Government. The expected operating losses of thecompanies are taken into account in this assessment, usually by adjusting theinterest due to the Government from the companies in respect of past loan
finance. Unexpectedly high losses may however lead to a temporary cash flowshortfall.

4. 5. 5 Singareni Collieries has its own planning department which fulfilsfunctions similar to those of the CMPDI though with less formalised procedures.Singareni is allowed to take investment decisions only up to Rsl crore without
reference to the Central Government. The company has a recent record ofcuIckly and efficiently executed projects for new mines in which it has been
greatly assisted by favourable mining conditions in some of its coalfields Thecompany has however found that shortfalls in internal fund eateninto the resources available for investment expenditure.

4. 5. 6 The Mission was concerned that the number of schemes p.amed andapproved might be insufficient to meet Sixth Plan output targets given the
development lead times involved. Although it was not Dossible to vather com-
preensive data about the approval status of pro'ects it was learned from Western
Coalfields that existing mines and approved projects were sufficient to increase
output only from 21. 5 million tonres - I it'' to r5-2 million tonnes as compared
with the target output level for 1982/83 of nearly 33 million nc=es. The sciarion
earred -,he:a- step proce-'re Va6 n Lorce ior maior mminin roiects wherebya-JvalnCe acLofnew eola.* ta~len. op, projects gfor -the. opiprdng-of. opencast -sites1-or th~e sfinking mfnwrines shafts before the eventual mine configuration ortechnilues of min ig weefinally decided. Construction activity could reach a-fairly advanced stage before final approval was given. Such actions will give theSixth Plan period a flying start. But it remains a fact that the volume of newproject proposals is not such as to allow the authorities at coal company or

Government level to pick and choose among projects and that in the 1976/77down-turn in demand it was felt imprudent to delay the execution of long-gestationprojects. The slow-down in the rate of projects approved in that year was, withthe benefit of hindsight, perhaps a mistake. Output is still in danger of beingrestrained because the volume of investment planning and project preparationwork has been insufficient. The volume of proposals submitted to the PlanningCommission has substantially increased in the recent past.

4. 5. 7 One advantage in the building-up of a pipeline of new schemes is thatit will present the planners with more options from which to choose and thusimprove the probability that the decisions taken hav the higet' cnmiurns
The Mission felt that it had not been possible hitherto to ensure that new demands
would be met at least economic cost (including the cost of transport) or that the
planned pattern of coal utilisation would necessarily maximise net national economic
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benefits (which could only be directly measurekd through the correct valuation
of different grades of coal). New coal mining developments are to be under-
taken which have a widely varying capital cost per annual tonne ranging between
Rs120 per tonne for the further development of existing mines to Rs250 per
tonne for new mines. The expected development cost of the Monidih mine of
Bharat Coking Coal, in which British longwall face equipment is being installed,
will probably be over Rs300 per tonne at full development. These figures are
an indication - though not a conclusive demonstration - that costs of production
at the margin in new schemes are far from uniform.

4.5.8 The Mission learned that the current costs of investment quoted are
already considerably in excess of those in Project Black Diamond, which was
drawn up two years ago and which showed, for formulated projects, an average
cost of new underground mines of Rsl50 per tonne, of new opencast mines Rsl25
per tonne and costs of reconstruction projects to be even less. Some of the
increase in costs since these estimates were made may be attributable to
inflation - though inflation rates have been low on average in the last two years
in India - but it is probable also that, with growing experiences, the coal industry's
planners find it necessary to allow for higher real costs. The Planning Commission
confirmed to the Mission that the marginal costs of production in new schemes
were higher than present average costs.

4.5.9 As regards steps to ensure that the demand for coal is met as efficiently
as possible, the Mission learned from the Planning Commission that two measureswere envisaged to improve nvestment planning. Firstly, it was hoped, in thecourse of time, to build up a "shelf" of projects from which the most cost-effective
set of projects could be chosen in each period. This would involve a considerableamount of work in project preparation and the Mission fully appreciated that it
would never be possible to generate a wide-ranging menu of projects from whichto choose. The second procedure envisaged by the Planning Commission was amathematical programming exercise designed to identify the best pattern of"linkages" between coal fields and power stations and other large coal usersgiven the regional pattern of demand for coal of different grades and the known
reserves of exploitable coal. Once instituted this exercise should give a betteridea about priorities for development between different coal fields.

• 5.0 Because of the very limited range of choice open to the planners of thecoal industry hitherto there has been little attention paid so far to the questionof criteria for project acceptability. Although the CMPDI, in the course ofpreparing feasibility studies, shows the financial implications of new minedevelopments and calculates an internal rate of return there is no clear financial -let alone economic - criterion for project choice. Virtually all projects have tobe chosen if output targets are to be met. In the larger projects which are sub-mitted to it the Planning Commission tries, to a limited extent, to influence thechoice of technique but has hitherto been more concerned to influence the sequencein which neighbouring seams of coal are mined so as to maximise economicbenefits. There are, however, as pointed out in section 4. 2 above, some notableprice distortions affecting decisions about the mining of coal, with labour ratesconsiderably in excess of the opportunity cost of labour and some excess ofdomestic equipment prices over import prices. In view of these, it would be aswell if the costs used in investment planning were expressed in shadow prices atall stages of the consideration of a project except where showing the impact ofprojects on company profitability. In the same way the cost objectives of managerscould be expressed in shadow price terms.

4.6 Plan Inputs

4.6.1 Section 3 above concluded that there were likely to be shortfalls in thesupply of some Sixth Plan inputs. There are a number of these, outside the



control of the mining companies, which by their non-availability could producesome disruption of the Plan. However, it is within the companies' powers tomodify the means of achieving the Plan sufficiently to overcome some of thelikely causes of disruption. As for those inputs within the companies' control,
some action can be taken at quite short notice in some cases, but other inputs,requiring long lead-times to ensure their effective contribution to the Plan,cannot be materially changed by any company action in the Sixth Plan period.Generally, the following comment is restricted to those Plan inputs which theMission feels might be in short supply, or might otherwise affect the Plan'sachievement.

4. 6. 2 Presuming that availability of capital for investment will not be aconstraint, equipment becomes the most critical input. The Mission feels that the"advance action", planned to cater for the increase in output from opencast minesby purchasing walking draglines, is too late. it understood that no orders had beenplaced for any of the new dragline equipment. Singareni, in inviting tenders forthe single dragline provided for in their production plans, had probably made
most progress, but even they are unlikely to get the equipment soon enough to
make the impact in the Sixth Plan that they intended. Faced with the real possi-bility of shortfalls in opencast output by the end of the Plan, the mining compaesmight well consider contingency arrangements which would include examination
of the scope for increased output from other opencast sites. This would cover,of course, those new sites for which dragline equipment is currently beingassembled, and those new sites planned to operate with conventional shovels
which do not have long delivery times. Such increases in output need onl befor the period covering late delivery and not for the whole period of the Plan.
i. 6.3 The underground equipment, supply of which is likely to be most critical,is that associated with longwall working. The Mission, whilst hopeful that thenew techniques involved in fully mechanised longwall working will be masteredquickly, recognises that there are a number of potential problems. Substantial
equipment inputs are required and furthermore, because of the diversity ofequ ipment being employed during this "learning" period, spares holdings 0iUneed to be exceptionally high. Should there be delays in delivery or installation
of equipment, and in the Mission's view this is highly likely, the lost output willbe difficult to recoup. The problem of expanding underground output is rather
more difficult than that of expanding opencast output. in the lroer case ou:ostca ate nses be ePafded by an injection of more equipment; but underground,the e.enston om sft, or r4at.capacity.is required,- in addition-to the pro'isioriof~ ff-re eq&±ui-r)r'-en't and more face room, and that is often a long-term p rocess.The Mission feels that there should be an attempt to standardise on at most two
or three types of each major form of mining equipmo ent. Some experimentation
must take place so that the mining engineers can be assured that the best typesare being adopted as standards, but this should be kept to a sensible miu u
4.6.4 Concomitant with the mining companies' problems on equipment supply,indigenous manufacturers are likely to have difficulties with inputs. There couldbe some difficulty for those developing new lines, often in conjunction with over-seas manufacturers. The difficulties will arise during the learning processesand while the production systems for the new mines are being developed. Muchwill depend upon the partners with whom the companies will be collaborating.
The Mission was pleased to learn that the Indian mining machinery manufacturers
seem to be developing closer links with UK manufacturers of mining equipment.The Mining and Allied Machinery Corporation is intending to manufacture Dowtypowered supports, Jessop & Co hope to produce Gullick-Dobson powered supports,and the Heavy Engineering Corporation may collaborate on the manufacture of
draglines. These are important developments, and every encouragement shouldbe given to the Indian manufacturers to develop cost-effective production.
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4. 6. 5 Most of the other Plan inputs from'external sources have received adequatecomment in section 3. 3 above. It is doubtful ff the mining companies can do a greatdeal to alleviate their ~effects other than to plan to cater for the'possible consecuencesof lack of supply. - In the case of sand and explosives, potential shortages can be over-come by change in method of working. In the case of the sand needed for stowing,the solutiontis simply to move away from the methods of mining'which require the goaf tobe stowed. It is less simple to say this in the case of explosives, since movement away fromtheir use would place higher demands on face equipment. Should it transpire that,despite imports, a shortage of explosives is foreseen, reduction in solid blastingcould produce savings, although this would mean reversion to earlier techniquesof slotting the coal by coal-cutter before blasting it with much lower chargesthan those demanded by solid blasting. Many of the coal cutters, operating atquite low productivity on bord and pillar work, were designed for cutting coalon longwall faces. If explosives shortages appeared imminent, some of thesecould be transferred to long-wall work; the need for solid blasting, and thereforeexplosives, would be reduced.

4.6.6 Of the inputs controlled by the companies one of the most important istraining, on all aspects of which - the training of workmen, technicians, andmanagement at all levels - a welcome emphasis is being placed. The Missionfeels that the strengthening of management at colliery level by training, and byincreasing the skilled staff available to line management, is a special priority.

4. 6. 7 Finally, the CMPDI, with its triple function of exploration, planning andresearch, must be regarded as a key input. In exploration it is following inthe well established traditions of the Geological Survey of India with itsacknowledged experience in this field, while in research it has barely begun itswork. The Mission considers that, apart from some of the applied researchassociated with methods of working coaL which is reaching or has reached thedevelopment stage, the research wing will make little impact on the Sixth Plan.In the view of the Mission, lines of- research should be redefined and rationalisedso that each of the Indian research establishments can make a full and uniqu'econtribution to present and future plans. The Mission felt that while the prepara-tion of projects occupied so much of the total input, work on detailed face design,
operational planning and action programming was perhaps not receiving all theattention itmerited. These aspects of the planning function could be strengthened,partly by redeployment of planning staff, but more impcrtantly by bringing minemanagement into the.planning process and-involving them'from th' otsert 'A'fully mechanised longwall face can represent an investment of Rs50 million, andits effective planning operation and control requires its effective management. TheMission feels that in the Sixth Plan and further ahead, if the Indian mi'ning
industry continues to increase its longwall faces, day-to-day planning andmanagement will be the most-important issues to be fTied. -

4. 7 Efficiency of Equiment Manufacturers

4. 7.1 The Mission visited four engineering companies associated with themanufacture of machinery and equipment for the coal industry: the giant HeavyEngineering Corporation (HEC) with sales of the order of £50 million, which isinterested in diversifying into the manufacture of low temperature carbonisationplant and washery and dragline equipment; Jessop & Co Ltd, a Calcutta engineer-ing company with an annual turnover of the order of £30 million, 60% of which is
in heavy structural fabrication, and with an interest in diversifying into self-
advancing roof support equipment in collaboration with Gullick-Dobson of the UK;Mining and Allied Machinery Corporation (MAMC), a company specialised inmining machinery with a turnover of £20 million, which has recently had todiversify into other fields to sustain a flow of orders; and the very much smaller
Meameco Ltd, part of the private sector Jardine Henderson group, whichmanufactures coal cutters and coal drills.



4.7.2 At the time of the Mission's visit the sections of these companiesdevoted to the manufacture of coal equipment were suffering from a lack oforders and from cancellations consequent on the revision of Coal India'sdevelopment and procurement plans after 1976/77. MAMC had been particularlybadly hit with turnover declining drastically from Rs28 crores in 1976/77 toRs18 crores in 1977/78. In Meameco the financial results in 1977/78 wereexpected to show a deterioration. Order books were thin. In March 1977 MAMCreported firm sales orders amounting to 2 years' production. About a third ofthese orders were subsequently cancelled with the result that, at the time ofthe Mission's visit, orders amounted to only 10 months' output. At Meamecoorders for coal cutters were only 3-4 months' production. The position wasexpected to improve in the course of the year when Coal India's new 3-yearprocurement plan was approved by the Central Government. The performanceindicators discussed below relate to the years prior to the cutback in orders,when financial results were better than they will have been in 1977/78.

4.7.3 In the years 1974/75 to 1976/77 the public sector engineering companies
HEC, MANC and Jessops were marginally profitable in historic cost terms.The companies made small net profits and rates of return in 1976/77 (afterdepreciation) on capital employed (at historic cost) were: Jessops: 11%HEC: 6. 7% and MAMC: 5.1%. At replacement cost the companies would inall probability have been making substantial losses with no return to capitalemployed. Profitability depends importantly on the prices of goods sold which,because both suppliers and customers are in the oublic sector, have beenGovernment-controlled; the Government as a rule sets prices at a level whichis rather below the landed cost (inclusive of 40% import duty) of equivalent imports.also depends on the prices of important cost items; the engineering industryhas benefitted from the stability, since 1974, of the wholesale price of ferrousraw materials and foundry products. Profitability has been enhanced by thepractice whereby the Government permits public sector companies to capitalisepart of the. interest due on debts to the Government. 1976/77 was the first yearin which HEC did not have to resort to this. I

4. 7. 4 One reason why the engineering companies were able to show financialresults from 1974/75 to 1976/77, which were bett- thn pre;-_ousv, was that thesewere years of slow growth in capital employed, with limited additions to fixed
assets. HEC was addinp o its fixed capital stoci: at 2"7 Pa an" by about
3% pa. Jessops, on + ;ther 'an", has been inves;ingmore and as icreasethe L(very low) histotic vlueIof tsfixed assets by ve with the installationof new machine tools to assist with its diversification prograrre. The coimuta-tion of over half of its debts to the Government into equity was needed to make thisfinancially possible.

4.7.5 Capacity utilisation can only be measured rather arbitrarily in generalengineering companies where the product mix alters according to the pattern oforders. Production to individual order or in small batches has made it verydifficult to achieve high rates of loading on the sophisticated machinery installedin these companies' shops. In HEC's heavy machine building plant, where it ishoped to build walking draglines, capacity utilisation at present is 60-70% (thoughin the foundry-forge plant it is much lower at 30-40%). MAMC were working closeto their installed capacity in terms of tonnage in 1976/77 but, from the fall in thevalue of output subsequently, must have been operating below 60% of capacity in1977/78. The heavy structurals shops at Jessops were operatingat rather
over 90% of installed capacity in 1976/77 but the other shops were much lessheavily loaded.
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4.7.6 One indicator of economic efficiency in heavy engineering whereproduction. There is great variation between the three public sector corporationsfabrication times tenpd tgre lon is othe volumte ofstcks held in relationship to
in this regard. The most efficient is Jessops where (in 1976/77) finished goodsand work in progress only amounted to 31 months? sales and where raw materialstocks were only 6 months' consumption. In MAMC the corresponding figures
were 9 months and about 1 year. In HEC, where the product mix contains very
much heavier items, stocks of finished goods and work in progress amounted toa year's sales and raw materials stocks to rather more than one year. Thedvery
much smaller and less sophisticated Meameco holds total stocks of onlyT
4i months' sales. By international standards the Indian heavy engineeringindustry holds large stocks and thus has a high requirement of working capital.
MAMC and HEC exceed the norm for the Indian engineering industry.

4. 7. 7 Productive efficiency in engineering companies calls for the organisationof the flow of materials in a manner which is consistent with the output mixdetermined by commercial policy and the nature of the orders on hand and whichat the same time optimises machine utilisation. If production is plannedscientifically there can be economies in the fixed asset, working capital andother overhead costs per unit of output. With the aid of such a system of pro-duction planning it is also much easier to determine the cost of individual itemsand the cost to the company of executing particular orders. The Mission notedthat a computerised stock control and materials flow system, of a kind known toexist in other large engineering companies in India, was only just about to be* introduced in MA MIC. Hitherto all job costing has been done manually on the basisof standard costs of groups of items, taking into account shop managers' assess-ments of machine loading rates. At a time of low capacity utilisation there islittle pressure to optimise machine loading. However the Mission formed the
impression that there was considerable scope for rationalising materials flows
through the fabrication and assembly shops of MAC and that the new data pro-
cessing system would improve management control in this respect and achieve* economies in stocks of raw materials and work in progress.

4. 7.8 Of the efficienc indicators mentioned so far the profitability criterionis the mnost satisfactory because it subsumes and surrmmarises the effects ofthe others. Financial profitability is, however itself distorted by the effects of
poicy,. taxes and subsidies,.. .n t s

ifipt blinto poduectionl and ts hlfltseiftwodbe improved or worse-nedif inputs into production and output are valued at "border prices" ie at the pricesat which they could be imported or exported. If value added is higher at borderprices than at the domestic prices faced by the firm the effective rate of protectionis negative; conversely, if value added is lower at border prices the effective rateof protection is positive.

4. 7.9 The effective rate of protection test has only been applied in the case ofMAlM because it is by far the most important manufacturer of equipment for thecoal industry with mining machinery accounting for 50% of turnover. Table 15shows that dAC benefits from a modest positive effective rate of protection of30-40ic. An index of the average share of different cost items in domestic pricesis converted into border prices by factors representing the approximate ratio ofdomestic to border prices. These ratios are derived from indications given to theMission in the course of its visit about the level of domestic prices of indigenousmaterials and components and about the rate of import duty. Where no indicationsare available it is assumed that the effect of domestic taxation is to raise pricessome 20%1 above cost. As for the value of output, it was learned that MAMOproducts were in general sold somewhat below the landed price of imported
equivalents but not as cheaply as the c.i.f. price.

4.7.10 The conclusion from the effective rate of protection analysis is thatvalue added in MAC would be lower by about, 30% in a regime of border prices
than it is with the dom estic prices which it enjoys. With border Drices it wn'il-A



not be able to show the marginal profitability at historic costs of the years1974/75 to 1976/77. A fortiori there would be a negative return on capitalemployed if inputs and outputs were valued at border prices with capital valuedat replacement costs. Costs of production at MAMC seem therefore not yet tobe fully competitive in international price terms.

4.7.11 This conclusion points to the need for special care if the programmewhich is envisaged for the manufacture of fully mechanised long-wall miningequipment at MAMC is not to involve the Indian economy in higher costs thanneed be. This equipment calls for the manufacture of powered supports for whichTAMC considers that some additional capital expenditure in its shops is required.The number of longwall mining sets to be ordered is rather uncertain, whichmakes it difficult for MAMC to plan a regular production line. Furthermore,Jessops envisage the production of self-advancing hydraulic supports manufacturecto another design. The smaller the production run and the more erratic theordering pattern the higher the unit costs of each set of equipment are likely tobe. The Mission considers that it would be unwise for equipment manufacturersto commit themselves too far to the production of sophisticated new types ofmining machinery until the coal industry has completed its trials and decidedon which machinery to standardise. Thereafter the coal industry and the equip-ment manufacturers should consult closely to determine how to keep to a minimumtne costs to the Indian economy of equipment procurement. If the initial rate ofordering is to be low it may be sensible to allow for a high import content in theequipment supplied. This would only fall significantly when the rate of orderingwas such as to permit the requisite scale economies in indigenous manufacture.
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Table 15 Effective Rate of Protection of Mining
and Allied Machinery Corporation

Cost Items Index of Costs in Ratio of Domestic Index of Costs at
domestic prices prices to resource border prices

costs at border prices (=1/2)
(1) (2) (3)

1. Value of Production 100 1.2 - 1 . 2 5a 80-83
2. Raw Materials 29.4 1.155 25.1

consumed
(alloy steel) (6.1) (1. 0 8 )b (5. 6)
(mild steel) (5.4) (0.9) (6.0)
(foundry materials) (2.9) (1.1) (2.6)
(pipe s) (1.2) (1.0) (1.2)
(other indigenous) (3.9) (1. 1) (3. 5)
(other im ported) (9.9) (1. 6) c (6. 2)

3. Bhought out
cougonents 6. 6 1. 245 5. 3
(indigenous) (3.6) (1. 1) (3.3)
(imported) (3.0) (1. 5) c (2.0)

4. Subcontractors 12 1.2 10.0
5. Excise duty 1
6. Manufacturing expenses 11 0.99 11.1

(utilities) (4) (0. 7 7 )d (5.2)
and-' spDares) (2) (1. 2) (1.7)

(otmer inci aamin) .. (5) 1.2) .: . 2)
7. Value Added

= 1 - (2+3+4+5+6)] 40 1. 27 - 1. 4 0e 28. 5- 31. 5

Notes: a. Sales prices lie between the landed price (1.4) and the border (cif)price (1.0).

b. Alloy steel imports attract a duty of 80%. The indigenous price ofalloy steel is said to be 60% of the landed price.
c. Duty on imports of unspecified raw materials and components is saidto range from 40% to 70%.
d. Allows for a subsidy element in the cost of utilities.
e. Value added at domestic prices is 27% to 40% higher than at borderprices; the Effective Rate of Protection is thus of the order of 27% to 40%.
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4.8 Utilisation of Coal

4.8.1 Coal utilisation is a central issue for India. Not only is coal the largestenergy resource there, but the size of the reserves places India among the mostimportant coal-producing nations. There is, however, a singular lack of goodquality coal.

4.8. 2 It is thought that the Gondwana coals, to which the bulk of India's coalreserves belong, were formed by allochthonous processes during which highamounts of matter extraneous to the coal were introduced in the course ofdeposition. This is evidenced from the high propensity of the coals to havefrequent alternations of coarse and fine beds and, of course, high ash contentsoften excessive to the point of being more ash than coal and at times containinghigh amounts of silica.

4.8. 3 Coal utilisation research is concentrated in two main areas, both ofsupreme importance to the Indian economy. One is the beneficiation of cokingcoals so as to produce the best possible blends from the available productionand at the same time to conserve the relatively small reserves of coking coalavailable for exploitation. The other is the treatment of the high ash thermalcoal and, more importantly, investigations into new methods of using it.

4.8.4 Significant work in the field of fuel utilisation research is being under-taken by the Central Fuel Research Institute (CFRI) and by Regional ResearchLaboratories at Hyderabad and Jorhat. Coal Survey Laboratories also contributeto the general research effort, whilst in the industrial sector companies such asBharat Heavy Electricals Limited (EHEL) concentrate on applying the researchresults to new installations. The Mission visited the CFRI laboratories where,as well as plants investigating uses of oil and gas, there are pilot plants toinvestigate better utilisation of coal. The Mission again noted that much of theresearch work is devoted to applying the findings of research elsewhere toIndian coal, and nothing was seen suggesting that new techniques might emergerom the work being carried out. This is as it should be as so much work ,inthese fields has already been done in Europe and the USA that to modify andapply the findings to the unusual Indian coals must be the correct approach.

4. 8.5 Two projects of particular importance to the steel industry were beingin-estigated at the CFRI. One involved the pre-heating of the coal charge tocone c-:ens to produce a better auit coe ad he other involved the formationof an arteficial tc o' by n a 'ofy cok? oArtificialti~ cbf-b non-coking coal to form a premniercoke equivalent. A demonstration plant for the latter process is to be built atTalcher so as to produce formed coke in sufficient quantities to carry outdemonstrations in blast furnaces.

4.8.6 Standard furnace design studies are being carried out at the CFRI, butthe most interesting work is that concerning fluidised bed combustion, a techniquedeveloped in the UK to burn high ash or high sulphur coals and of particular
relevance to India. So far a small pilot plant has been built, in conjunction withRHEL, which has a capacity of 2 tons/hour and has successfully coped with coalhaving 30% ash. BIEL have gone further. They are operating a 10 tons/hourcapacity fluidised bed combustion boiler at Tirunchirapalli and are manufacturinga 300 kg/hr pressurised fluidised bed combustor which will be test operated atHardwar. This is the most important area of work and there appeared to theMission to be good prospects for collaboration between UK and Indian companies.

4.8. 7 In common with the rest of the world, India has worked for a number ofyears on gasification and liquefaction of coal. At the CFRI, Lurgi and Kopper
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processes of gasification are being investigated in pilot plants, using Indiancoal. Interest was expressed in the liquid solvent extraction method and super-crital pressure gas extraction method, both of which are being developed in the
United Kingdom at the Coal Research Establishment of the National Coal Board.

4.8.8 Improved coal preparation is an area in which the CFRI is working withthe Research and Development section of the CMPDI. Coal preparation has beenlargely concentrated on coking coals where ash is critical, but it is being
extended in future years to some of the thermal coals because, on occasion,-the nature of the ash as well as its proportion causes damage to power stationboile rs.

4.8.9 Methods of using coal more efficiently are of great importance to India.There has been a noticeable deterioration in average quality as output hasexpanded. This results from the exploitation of the vast reserves of higherash coals and is already posing problems. While more coal preparation plantswill help produce better qualities for selected markets, the residual output willcontinue to depreciate in quality. The new combustion technology could be ofgreat value, particularly if it can be developed on the scale that will permitfluidised bed combustion to be applied in power generation. There is a greatdeal of scope for the United Kingdom to join in developing this technology inIndia.
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5. UK AID FOR THE COAL SECTOR

5. 1 Ca pital Aid

5. 1.1 Until 1975 UK capital aid for the coal sector took a variety of forms depend-
ing on whether it was required for a major project, for capital investment or for
maintenance purposes. Following the report of the 1974 ODM Coal Mission, a
grant of £10 million for the coal sector was signed in December 1975. This.new
grant was designed to provide for the supply of the whole range of irrports required
for the sector that were available from the UK. The Government of India was
given full discretion over allocations from the grant for maintenance purposes
(covering the supply of industrial materials, components and spare parts), and
also over smaller allocations for capital equipment. Large allocations for capital
investment have been subject to the prior approval of the Ministry of Overseas
Development.

5. 1. 2 Up to the end of 1977 about £3. 4 million had been allocated by the
Government of India from the 1975 coal sector grant. The largest allocation, of
£1. 65 million, was to Bharat Coking Coal for mechanised longwall mining equip-
ment, including self-advancing props. Other major allocations have been to Coal
India for flameproof switchgear (£487, 000), 32 side discharge loaders (£427,000),
air circuit breakers (£186, 000), two shearers (£151, 000) and methanometers (two
allocations totalling £113, 000), and to Bharat Coldng Coal for a winder (£106, 000).
The main recipients of allocations have been Bharat Coking Coal with a total of
£1. 78 million, Coal India (excluding Bharat Coking Coal) with £1. 54 million, the
Central Coal Mines Rescue Stations Committee with £105, 000, and Singareni
Collieries with £44, 000. Other recipients have been the Central Fuel Research
Institute, the Directorate General of Mines Safety, Neyveli Lignite Corporation and
Reyrolle Burns Co.

5. 1. 3 The coal industry's future equipment requirements are at present being
re-evaluated (see section 3. 3. 2 above). It was not possible, therefore, for the
Mission to arrive at a firm estimate of the extent and nature of the requirement for
equipment and naterials from the UK, and hence the requirement for UK aid.
However the Department of Coal considered that from 1978/79 the rate of utilisation
of UK aid was likely t6 accelerateaniidtha bon i rouguhestimate, the allane of the
1975 UK coal sector grant should be allocated by around the end of 1978/79.

5. 1. 4 The Department of Coal told the Mission that among the items of equipment
which it was proposed to procure in the near future and which could be financed
from UK aid were two sets of mechanised longwall face equipment and two walking
draglines. It was also proposed to place orders for nine long haul dumpers, nine
road headers or dint headers, and a large number of methanometers. Orders for
a single set of longwall equipment and a single dragline would alone take up most or
all of the balance of the 1975 coal sector grant.

5. 1. 5 There will also certainly continue to be a substantial requirement for supply
from the UK of many smaller items of equipment and for components and spare a
parts. There may in addition very well be a requirement for major items of equip-
ment besides those listed by the Department of Coal. As is noted in section 3. 3. 2
above, the industry will require during the Fifth Plan, and later, a substantial
number of sets of longwall equipment and several walking draglines of various sizes.
While both categories of equipment will increasingly be manufactured within India,
there will continue for some time yet to be a significant demand for imported
components.

5. 1. 6 It is expected that a decision will be taken quite shortly on a foreign colla-
boration agreement for the Heavy Engineering Corporation for the production of



draglines; UK firms have been involved in discussions about this with HEC.Several collaboration agreemns between the Mining and Allied MachineryCorporation (MAMC) and UK firms have already been concluded or approved.
These agreements cover the production of hydraulic pit props, self-advancing roofsupports, Desford chocks and rams (all Dowty Mining Equipment Co), shearers(Anderson Strathclyde Ltd), heavy duty armoured face conveyors and other haulageequipment (National Coal Board) and trolle wire locomotives (Messrs Greenbat).MAMC have in addition identified the following areas where there might be collaboration with UK firms:

a. c oof bolting machinery for bord and pillar mining (metal as wellas coal);

b. underground air cooling;
c. dense medium bath and flotation cell for washing of coal;d. briquetting machinery;
e. Burnside borers.

MAMC also gave the Mission a list of orders for a variety of equipment totallingabout £500, 000, which had recently been or would shortly be placed with UK com-panies. Jessop & Co Ltd are another company with agreemence with UK firms.They are at present in particular interested in collaborating with Gul3ick-Dobson Ltdin the production of self-advancing roof supports. Meameco Ltd would also beinterested in collaboration with UK companies. Most such collaboration agree-ments between UK and Indian manufacturers of mining machinery would involve the
supply for some years of compoes and spare parts from the UK.

5. 1. 7 In the course of its tour the Mission also received from the coal miningcompanies indications of possible requirements for imported equipment which mightbe supplied from the UK. Besides the itemns listed by te eartment of Coal,requirements of equipment at present not readily avalable from indigenous oanu-facturers will include shearers, armoured flace conveyors side duinp loaders,coal drills and in-line coal breakers As noted above, most of these types ofequipment are the possible subject of collaboration areements between UK andIndian manufacturers. Coal India estimated that expeendiure on then might beroughly of the order of Rs. 75 crores (E50 thillio during the Fifthem bumit edthat the exent o nhi tne equipment would be ' depend ona numberf factors, including the pace at which-new 'teuchnologies arePirt'oduced and atwhimh Ydigenous manufacturing capacity developed.

5. 1. 8 Interest was expressed to the Mission not only in coal mining and handlingbut also in preparation equipment In particular, Tata Iron and Steel Co were con-
sidering the procurement of UK engineering services and equipment for the proposed
coal washery at West Bokaro; orders here might' be worth approaching £1 million.5. 1. 9 In the light of its review of the development of the coal sector, of thesector s continuing economic priority and of the sector's continuing need for inputs
from the UK, the Mission recommends that a further allocation of UK aid should be
made to the coal sector when required. It would clearly be premature to recom-mend now a specific amount when the existing sector grant is not yet fully allocated,
and when a er requiremens are still emg assessed. The amount of the grantshould be a matter for discussion between the two Governments, probably towardsthe end of 1978/79, when the present grant is expected to be fully allocated and when
the extent of future requiremenw is likely to be clearer. However the Mission con-

I siders that the amount of the new grant will probably need to be in the range of£15-25 million. It should be designed to meet requirement in the related fields ofcoal exploration, mining, handling and preparation for 3-4 years from 1979/80 untiltowards the end of the Fifth Plan in 1982/83.
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5. 1. 10 The Mission further recommends tiatthe Government of India should begiven full discretion over the allocation of the new sector grant. Under the exist-ing grant this discretion is limited, as noted earlier, and excludes large allocationsfor capital investment.

5. 2. Technical Co-operation

5. 2. 1 Over the past two years an important programme of training for Indianmanagers, trainers and engineers has been started under the UK/India technicalco-operation programme. Following visits to India by British consultants in 1976and 1977, senior training managers and training officers from both Coal India andSingareni have attended courses in Britain specially designed by the National CoalB oard. Engrineers and trainers from Coal India and the Mining and Allied M'vachinery,Corporation have also received training in Britain from Dowty and AndersonStrathclyde in the use of self-advancing props and shearers on longwall faces. Thetraining in Britain has been complemented by visits to India by British consultantsand training officers to provide general advice on training requirements and morespecifically to assist with the introduction of mechanised longwall face equipment.
5. 2. 2 The current training programmes will continue and there is likely to be arequirement for a longwall mining training gallery which the Mission recommendsshould be supplied under the technical co-operation programme, if requested by theGovernment of India. There are, however, likely to be other areas where Brit ishassistance could also be valuable. Coal India gave the Mission a list of areaswhere it was thought that the UK might be able to assist ith training. The areas
included underground transport systems; rapid shaft sinking; equipment planning;
maintenance, etc (especially for longwall faces); major mine reconstruction; andwashery operations. The full list is at Appendix B. The Mission recomn;nds Thatconsideration should be given to assisting in any of the areas listed, where the UKhas the appropriate expertise and capacity, if requested by the Government of India.

a. 2. The Department of Coal expressed interest in possible British co-operationin a number of areas, including seismic surveying, project planning, coal prepara-'tion, low temperature carbonisation the transport of coal from mnes to powers-ton and fluidised bed combustion. Again, consideration should be given toassisting in any area requested by the Governm ent.-of- Indiae

5. 2.4 The Mission considers that Britain could also assist, under the technicalco-operation programme, with some of the research and development work being
undertaken in India. The 1974 ODM Mission recommended that consideration shoulbe given to supplying certain items of equipment required by the Central MiningResearch Station, if so requested by the Government of India The present Missionlearnt on its visit to the CMRS that much of the equipment listed in 1974 was stillrequired by the station; it also recommends that consideration should be given to
any request for assistance.

5. 2. 5 The Central Fuel Research Institute discussed with the Mission a number ofareas in which it would welcome collaboration with the UK, in particular coal gmasifi
cation and fluidised bed combustion In both these latter processes much work has
been done in Britain, and the Mission believes that collaboration could make a useful
contribution to the development of the technologies in India. It recommends that aconsultant from the Coal Research Station of the National Coal Board should visit theCFRI to consider further possible areas and ways of collaboration. Bharat Heavy
Electricals Ltd are also very actively involved in research in fluidised bed combus-
tion and have an experimental boiler operating. BcEL would be interested in
collaboration with the UK in this very important area and the Mission recommends
that this should be given consideration.
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5. 2. 6 Finally, in the context of the UK/India technical co-operation programmeas a whole, the Mission recommends that priority should continue to be given to
the needs of the coal sector.
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APPENDIX B

COAL INDIA TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
AREAS OF POSSIBLE TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION WITH THE UK

1. Systems of transport underground I Mining Engineerincluding man-riding arrangements 1 Mechnical
and material supply. I Electrical

2. Rapid sinking and deepening of shafts, 2 Mining Engineers
widening of shafts, high speed drifting 1 Mechanical
including detailed designing for head 1 Civil
frames, winding gear, skips, skip
pockets etc.

3. Dry mechanical stowing. 1 Mining Engineer
1 Mechanical

4. Equipment planning, installation, 2 Mining Engineersoperation and maintenance of longwall 2 Mechanical
equipment. 2 Electrical

5. Major mine reconstruction. 2 Mining Engineers
1 Mechanical
1 Electrical
1 Civil

6. Training in NCB Plant Pool and Central 1 Mining EngineerWorkshop on equipment planning, 2 Mechanical
standardisation and control. 2 Electrical

7. Design of new mine installations. 2 Mining Engineers
I Mechanical
1 Electrical
1 Civil

8. Washery operations. 2 Mining Engineers
2 Mechanical
2 Electrical

9. Coal movement by railway GM (Sales) leveltransportation.

Source: Coal India




